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PREFACE

The aging of the work force will be a prominent issue facing both
Congress and employers during the coining decade. Regardless of the
exact rate of growth in employment, any degree of substantial eco-
nomic growth combined with a dramatic shrinkage in new entrants to
the labor force will mean a relatively tighter labor supply in the
United States compared to any time in recent history. This situation
will raise the demand for older workers, yet serious concerns have been
raised relating to the costs of an older labor force.

Under circumstances where fewer younger workers will be avail-
able to meet labor demand, policies encouraging early labor force
withdrawal may require modifications. The extent to which employ-
ment costs are related to age may therefore become an increasingly
significant factor in the costs of doing business.

The availability of pension benefits at relatively early ages and the
desire on the part of some to encourage early retirement has fostered
the view that older employees are "more costly" than younger workers
and that incentives to retain such employees are not cost effective.
Some limited studies have attempted to disaggregate employment re-
lated costs for older employees on a firm specific basis. To date, how-
ever, comprehensive data relating to the costs and benefits of employ-
ing older workers has been lacking. We hope this print will serve to
clarify the advantages as well as the concerns of employers facing
a maturing labor force.

Reviewed and examined in this committee print are the factors
which affect employment-related costs, and those factors which may be
related to age. Statistical data on age-related costs is presented to ti..e
extent that is available. Where no data is available, the issues which
affect costs and how they relate to age are discussed. The paper deals
with direct compensation, employee benefits; turnover, and other hu-
man resources issues. It takes a broad human resources perspective and
also deals with issues.such as training, performance, and productivity.

This paper was prepared for the Special Committee on Aging in
conjunction with the Employee Benefits Research Institute (EBRI J,
a nonprofit, research organization designed to investigate all aspects of
the employee benefits field. The committee and ERR! retained Mal-
colm Morrison and limns Rappaport for the development of this paper.
Mr. Morrison is a faculty research associate in public policy and man-
agement, at. The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania:
Ms. Rappaport is a principal in the Chicago office of William M.
Mercer-Me id i nger.

Jon,/ It trim,
Chairman.

JOHN GLENN,
Ranking Minority Member.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The aging of the work force will be of major importance to employ-
ers during the coming decades and has policy implications for both
the public and private sectors. This committee print examines factors
related to patterns of labor costs by age and discusses the implications
of these factors. Tlwprint discusses direct compensation, employee
benefits, turnover, training, performance and productivity, and pres-
ents both statistical data and qualitative information.

The evidence indicates that there are some types of employment
costs which vary by age, and that overall compensation costs increase
by age, largely because of increasing employee benefit costs. There is,
however, no statistical evidence that direct salary costs on an economy-
wide basis increase by age. Employee benefit costs are not usually sep-
arated by age, ana,individual employers do not generally make hiring
and retention decisions on the basis if benefit costs or differences in
such costs. However, general increases in medical care costs combined
with an expanding set of laws and regulations has served to focus the
spotlight. on employee benefit costs for older workers, and it is possible
that employers will give more consideration to this issue in the future.
Employers who have implemented window early retirement programs
have also focused on this issue.

e belief that, older workers cost more seems generally related to
feelings about performance and productivity. There is no statistical
evidence lo indicate generally poorer performance or productivity by
age, and the limited data available refutes the basic notion that oiler
workers are less capable. However, there is a significant issue relatNg
to maintenance of skills and training. Over time, as the nature of work
changes and the skills of the employee are not kept up to date, there
will be an increasing mismatch of skills to the job, leading to deteriora-
tion of performance on that .speciiic job. If older workers are to be
cost effective, their skills must be continuously updated through train
ing anil education to assure continued productivity.

The two major conclusions from a public policy viewpoint, are as
follows:

(I) It, is extremely important to encourage the maintenar '7, of
skills and lifelong education to prevent older worker obsolescence
and to provide individuals with the skills to compete on a fair
basis for jobs within or outside of their companies. Up-to-date
skills are more important, than any age-related capabilities in
human resource costs and older worker productivity.

(2) Legislative and regulatory requirements affecting employ-
ment costs for older workers should not place undue cost or act-

ininistrat ive problems on eniployers. Such requirements can dis-
courage the employment of older workers.

tV)
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VI

The print is divided into 7 sections as follows:
1) Overview of factors affecting the mt. of human resources.

(2) Distrilmtion of the compense ion dollar.
(3) Employee benefit costs.
(4) Benefit costs attributed by age.
(5) Cost of compensation packages.
(6) The older worker in the workplace; and
(7) Policy implications and further research issues.

The cost of labor per unit produced is a function of direct compen-
sation, employee benefits and what each employee produces. What is
produced in turn is influenced by factors such as turnover, absenteeism,
productivity while at work, etc. Numerous legal requirements affect
benefit plan requirements, and these have been changed several times
in the last few years. Section 1 discusses both the elements of the com-
pensation package and the other factors which influence cost of
employees.

Conventional wisdom suggests that older workers are paid more
than younger workers for the same job and therefore older workers
cost more. This rationale has frequently been used to support early
retirement, programs on the assumptions that younger workers can behired to replace older workers at lower cost. However, section 2
presents statistical data on family earnings by age and a longitudinal
study based on inflation adjusted earnings of a group.. of workers
covered by Social Security over a long time period. These studies
indicate that older workers overall do not make more, but on the con-
t racy after about age 50, real earnings decline with age. For individual
employers, the pattern will depend on the system of compensation and
such patterns vary by employer.

However, in specific situations workers may be paid more than they
are worth, particularly if there are job matching and obsolescence
problems or a seniority based pay system. This issue deserves major
attention.

Employee benefits are the cost element for which there is specific
quantitative evidence of age-based cosi. variation. An approach has
been de..-eloped to allocate costs by age based on age related differences
in claim costs exwcted, and differences in the periods over which funds
invested can earn interest.

Analysis of the compensation dollar indicates that 9.9 percent of
the tGi al dollar is paid for pension and welfare benefits, for which the
costs are age related. In section 3, background information is presented
on the methods of financing emvloyee benefits, and how age is recog-nized either explicitly or implicitly in the development of such costs.
Then in section 4, the authors develop a system of attributing the costsof this 9A) percent. of the compensation dollar to age which isolates
those parts of the cost that relate to difference in expected claim costs.
This method was developed for this work and is considered appro-priate for consideration of policy issues. It is not necessarily appro-priate for an itelividual employ in costing employee benefits.

In section 5, the authors have developed a number of examples of
different compensation packages and used the methods of attributing
cost by age to get age related costs of compensation. These costs assumeno dlirerence in direct compensation and look at specific differences
in medical benefits, pensions, and life insurance. Other benefits such

S
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THE COSTS OF EMPLOYING OLDER WORKERS

Section 1

GENERAL OVERVIEW
The effective coot of personnel is a function both of the amount

which people are paid, whether in the form of direct wages or indirect
compensation such as emplope benefits, and of what employees pro-
duce. This section of the paper reviews the approach to handling the
compensation package and discusses noncompensation issues which af-
fect the cost and value of different groups of workers. Noncompen-
sation issues are discussed with respect to the continuing work force.
Turnover issues are discussed separately.

1.1 BACKGROUND

Concerns about productivity and the competitiveness of American
business have forced employers to pay more attention to the effect of
the costs of employees on the cost of their products and services.
Americans have learned that when goods can be produced on a more
cost effective basis overseas, consumers often buy foreign products.

Changes in the economy, particularly in the last 5 years, have also
forced many employers to more carefully examine their work forces
and often to reduce them. At the same time that the economy has
been difficult, health care costs have risen to More than 10 percent of
gross national product. In essponse to difficult economic conditions,
the use of early retirement incentives has also accelerated in the last
few years. These forces acting together have .focused more attention
on the cost of .:.niployee benefits, particularly health and pension
benefits.

Historically, employers viewed the cost of employee benefits as an
overall percentage of pay, perhaps allocating these costs to profit
centers and locations. Little attention was paid to the fact that dif-
ferent employees received benefits of different values. Employer -paid
health benefits were more valuable for those with families than for
single employees; certain benefits also had underlying values which
differed by age.

Several developments, 'however, caused employers to inereasinFly
focus on the costs Qt benefits by age. In 1978, the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act amendments banned mandatory retirement before
4ge 70 for most employees, and specific requirements were set, forth
with respect to how employee benefits were to be treated. The develop-
ment and publication of these requirements focused attention to the
cost of benefits at age 85-69 and how the cost differed from the costs
for younger employees.

(1)
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2

Then in 1982, TEFRA amended medicare so that employer coverage
became primary for employees who remainesI in active service from
ages 65-69. Previously, medicare coverage was offered to this people
on the same basis that it'was offered to those already retired. This leg-islation again encouraged employers to look atthe specific costs of
benefits for older persons.

These two legislative developments combined with the greater con-
cern about benefit costs generally have caused employers to focus on
questions about how costs vary by age.

One last background issue should be mentioned. Legislation enacted
in 1978 and 1980 permits employers to offer plans of employee benefit
which allow claim between different benefit plans. The Revenue Act
of 1978 and the Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1980, as amended, permit
a choice between taxable benefits, cash, and nontaxable benefits. There
is increasing intermit in benefit plans permitting choices. When em-
ploiers are allowed to choose between benefits and cash, or between
different benefits, the cost, for specific employees becomes much more
important. The same considerations apply with voluntary benefit& For
example, if employees can buy extra life insurance or trade life insur-
ance for something else, it must be age rated to be viable.

Due to the demographic changes which are bring about the aging
of the work force, MUM of costs of benefits relatedto age will continue
to increase in importance as employers consider the implications sit
overall costs of compensation.

1.2 APPliOACII TO COST OF THE CONIPENSATION
PACKAGE

Tl pay package consists of direct compensation in the form of a
stated salary or hourly wages, time of in various forms, and employee
benefits in the form of pensions, life, health, disability and accident
benefits, and reimbursement for education. In some cases other items
such as day care, clubs and company-sponsored activities are included
in the compensation package.

Some forms of compensation have costs which can is. directly allo-
cated to individual workers. For example, each worker has a specific
salary or amount of direct compensation which is paid in a given year.
For purposes of this analysis, we will look at patterns of direct, com-
pensation by age to determine what, if any, conclusions can be drawn
about the differences in cost of workers by age. Other forms of compen-
sation* provide a benefit plan to a. large group of people on the basis
that there will be some averaging of experience over the entire group.
The employer traditionally has been concerned with the total cost of a
benefit, rather than a cost allocated to individuals. For benefit plans,
we will look at underlying expected claim costs by age to see bow the
value of the compensation package differs by age. The cost of direct
compensation and several benefits will he eombined in section to show
how the cost of the benefit package varies by age for different pay levels
and benefit plans.

Accident insurance, can be used to explain the value approach. One
way of thinking of the costs of a benefit is to say that every employee
who has a claim has a cast equal to flue dollars paid as a claim, and that
everyone else has a cost of zero. Such an approach provides for no risk

10
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8

sharing in the cost allocation. Accident insurance involves a very high

level of risk sharing in the provision of the benefit..The frequency of
accidents is low, and so the premium is low, but the cost for the worker

who has an accident is very high. If the plan were insured by individual
insurance policies, and the insurance company charged a price which
fairly reflected the chances of each employee having a claim based on
individual risk characteristics, there would be a specific cost which

could be allocated to the employee. More typically, the insurance com-

pany *ill charge a price which is the Wile amount per month per
employee regardlesS of the age and sex of the employee, but which is

based on the claim characteristics of the total employee population.
From one perspective, the cost is the same regardless of employee

age. But another view of this issue_ is that the cost should be allocated

by looking at the underlying claim cost variations expected by age,

so that a different cost :ould be attributed to employees with a dif-
ferent clam expectancy. Theoretically, This hi appealing if the em-
ttloyer is interested in 'mowing the true cost of different age segments

of the work fosee. However, there may be practical problems in mak-

ing such allocations because of inadequate data. There may also be

theoretical objections to making a distinction on this basis because

the cost determination method does not allocate or build costs by age,

making a distinction on this basis inappropriate. If the program is
fully self-insured, or heavily einwrience rated, so that the employer

pays for the cost of his own claims the arguments for looking at claim

cost, are somewhat different. The issue of expected tariations by age

must be balanced With issues related to actual experience which
includes the effect of statistical variations. In a small employee popu-

lation?the statistical variations will be significant, which will make

gencrali7ations about. age-related costs more difficult to document.

It should also be noted that for beeefits biped on risks with a high

cost. of claim mut relatively low freenency of claims, it is only because

insurance, is available that the small employer van offer the benefit.

urThe insance t Is.a.,...zes the cost and makes it both predictable and

manageable. .Self- insurance becomes feasible when the overall varia-

tion in exieele,1 claims represents a reasonable risk level.

Today, claim experience for employees typically is not disagg-
gated by age groups. I of psi poses of Otis disus.,eni. however. we will

assume that it is appropriate to look behind the slated average (mt.

for elnployee benefit~, and ottempt to determine the alloention of

benefit costs le, age. The exiiected claim costs are implicit in either

the self-insurance cost or the insur e manee ci rates. It will also

be assumed that expected costs are appropriate for analytical pur-

pOSVS. TO the extent possible, these co-ts will be developed on an age-

specific !peels,
It should also 1$ noted that by using expected costs by age. we an,

making an arbitrary deeision that age is an appropriate basis, of

classifying for cost purposeF. In examining the expectat um of hare,,

an act ident. for example. we could have 4110CII to use factors such

as sex, number of miles driven each year, type of work dm ter. alcohol

consumpt ion, and so forth. From a hypothetical viewpoint, a number

of different kinds of factors can Is' eor7elnted with differences in ex-

'ewesd dale, costs for different benefite. Some of thee' factors are

directly related to higher claim costs, whe'reas others may be statis-
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tically a.ssociated with differences in claim costs but not be directly
related to actual experience. It. is a biological /fact that costs of pro-
viding life insurance or annuity benefits are different by age and sex.
It is a result of behavior that smokers have higher costs for life and
health insurance benefits.

What faders can be used in an analysis of expected claim costs
depend on data availability. What factors may oe appropriately used
in allocating costs are also a function of social policy decisions The
purpose of this analysis is to focus on the relationships between age
and cost, and so age will be used as the only classification category.
But, it, is important to recognize that factors other than age -have
often been found to explain differences in the occurrence of events
such as accidents., morbidity, and mortality. In specific companies, the
allocation on a basis other than age will usually be the most effective
and practical approach given the difficulty of obtaining data by age.
Aggregate cost is the most comman basis. Sometimes claim experience
by location is used.

Section 3 of this paper discusses how benefit costs paid by employers
are developed. Section 4 discusses techniques and data which can be
used to attribute these costs to employees at different ages.

KEY POINTS AND Poucy issues

For this analysis, we develop expected claim costs by age for life
insurance pensions and health insurance, and assume age and expected
claim costs are appropriate cost attribution factors. These are benefits
where there is strong quantitative evidence of cost valuations by age.
These factors cad be used to assign overall plan costs to employees.

1.3 NONCOMPENSATION ELEMENTS OF COST
CONTINUING WORK FORCE

What people produce is a function of how the work is organized,
what nwehanication is used, how well people are matchNI to jobs, and
how well the individual perforins. The output produced by a group of
'avid° working as a team can be more or less than the sum of what each
could roduce working individually. The work organization today
generally involves a combination of people and some type of mechan-
ization or automation. If there are several mple involved in a proc-
ess, how they interrelate has a substantial etre71 on the total cost of the
process and the total output. The matching of people to jobs, and the
maintieninee of that, match over time, hafe a large effect on the produc-
tivity of individual workers. One aspect of this matching is continued
education to maintain skills. If a group of workers is not given ade-
quate education as the work changes, their productivity will drop.

Som people believe that productivity or performance declines with
age. however, there is no evidence to prove that age is,direetly related
ter performane. Specific jobs have different kinds of current qualifi-
cations needed to perform them. These qualifications include physical
abilities, mental abilities. seeeific educrtion, ex oerienee, and skills.

The quali tient ions needed to perform a specific job tufty change over
time as technology and/or the orpuization of work ("Lange. Poor
matching or people to jobs is a problem in some organizations. There

'
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5

are two types of matching issues : matching at time of employment and
maintaining a good match. Maintaining a good match requires that an
organization he able to assess performance, continue to keep skills up
to date, and have a system of moving people to other jobs or out of
the organization when there is no longer a good fit. Historically, some
organizations were reluctant to deal with performance problems and
other issues with respect to longer service eplo)i...s, but were willing
to allow them to remain until they retired. In such cases, the problems
frequently grow worse because there is no further training to keep
skills up to date. In addition, supervisors may reflect the attitude that
they really do not expect very much of the employee. This leads to
product iv it y problems which may be viewed as being age related, when
in fact they are a result of poor management, of personnel. Perceived
deterioration of productivity because, of age may be the result of fail-
ure to maintain match rather than of actual change in productivity.

These issues will be discussed further in section 6.

KEY Ponrrs AND POLICY ISSUES

Maintaining a good match between workers and job assignments is
very important in maintaining productiNity. Problems perceived as
ago problems may Iv match problems.

Public policy should strongly encourage continued education
throughout life.

Lack of access to training can have severe consequences for workers.
Good performance s3 stems are vital to successful man-

agement of a work force on a ref;.,1iserMiinatory basis.
There is ho documented rele.4-or,:,:iip between age and productivity.

1.4 TURNOVER

Turnover is costly to employers. The specific cost involves a num-
ber of different items, including:

( I) Poor performane in the last few days (or months) on the
job.

(2) The cost of locating and recruiting the new employee.
(3) Training of the new employee, which includes time of the

trainer, and reduced productivity in'the early stages.
(4) Disruption in operations or customer relations.
(5) The cost of losing firm-specific human capital.

In the case of employees with low skill who can be recruited readily
without significant recruiting expense, the cost of turnover is low, and
might equal 2 weeks' to a month's pay. in the extreme case, the em-
ployer does not see any cost.

In some eases, however, the cost of turnover may be 1 to 2 years' pay
or even more. A professional or a manager may require months to
recruit, with a fee to a search firm of 30 percent or more of a year'S
salary. The employer doing the recruiting may spend many Vurs
screening and interviewing candidates for the job. If the individual
recruited must be relocated, and owns a home, the new employer will
occasionally huv the home and provide some assistance in purchasing
a new home. This type of relocation may cost 25 to 50 percent of a
pear's pay or more. It may be 6 months to a year before the new em-
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loyee is really familiar with the new compinv, and if customer reta-il... t ions are involved it may take years to build up relationships which are
at the level of the replaced employee.

Occasionally, an organization will lose customers when an employee
leaves, and depending on the situation the cost can be very high.

Another situation which can be particularly difficult is the employee
vho is developing and maintaining computer systems or some other
emplex part of the workflow. In such cases, the new employee may
never fully develop the historical perspextive which the old employee
had. Some computer systems get. completely rewritten mainly because
it is hard to change other people's programs.

Another area where turnover is costly Is in the area of sales where
there is a reasonably long training period. Life insurance companies,
for example, may hire 10 or more new agents for each person who be-
comes successful as an agent. The cost to replace an established, suc-
cessful agent may be se oral hundred thousand dollars and may require
recruiting a number of people.

In contrast, there will also be an occasional situation where turnover
is profitable or beneficial. For example, if an organization has been
automated and needs to reduce its work force, voluntary turnover is
preferable to costly forced terminations, provided that the right people
leave. Another situation is the case where there is a mismetch between
the person and the job, and there is no convenient way to correct the
mismatch on a basis which is acceptable to both parties and practical
within the organization.

There are no general rules about the cost of turnover, and its cost
will vary by organization and by job within each organization. In a
spe-ifie cal*, the cost can be calculated approximately. Older workers
tend to have lower turnover rates than younger workers, which can be
a significant cost advantage to employers, particularly in areas where
there are a lot of people with middle level skills, and high turnover
rates.

Low film, o7r also leads to cost advantages beause it enhances the
transfer of koowledge from more experienced to less experienced em-
ployees, enhances the development of the organization's knowledge.
base, and saves on recruiting costs. In many cases, it also enhances
morale.

Turnover rates generally vary by length of service, and grade down
sharply during the first (ew years of employment. For example, if 40
percent of employees terminate in their first year of employment. 20
percent Might terminate in the second year and under 10 percent in
later years. The heaviest turnover usually occurs in the first 2 years of
employment.

So far, this discussion has focused on voluntary turnover, generally
in situations where the employer would have preferred for the em-
ployee to stay. There are also many situations where the employer will
initiate termination of the employment relationship, either beenust, of
unsatisfactory performance or a change in cif umstances so the em-
ployee is no longer needed. A change in circumstances may be reorga-
nization of the work, a decline in business,, moving of a plant, or sim-
ilar company organization modifications. Employer- initiated turnover
is generally costly also, even when no replacement is needed. One of

14
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the costs of such turnover is reduction in morale of the remaining
employees. Also, loss of firm-specific knowledge can adversely affect
productivity. The costs of employer-initiated turnover can vary by age
to the extent that the employees terminated have vested rights to em-
ployee benefits, In addition, the termination arrangements may pro-
vide for severance pay *icit may vary by length of service. To the
extent that service is linked to age, greater amounts would be paid to
older workers, but this should not be considered an age-related cost
per se.

This discussion of turnover has focused on the cost to the employer.
The cost of turnover may also be very high for the individual. Older
employees often have a significantly harder time getting new jobs, and
may have to take jobs at lower pay levels. Some employees are able to
markedly improve their situations by changing jobs, and it is person-
ally good strategy to wove out of a bad situation which has no hope of
improving if a suitable alternative is available. However, retirement
plans frequently require 10 years of service for vesting of benefits, and
the formulas are designed to reward the employee with long service in
one company at time of retirement. Also, a new 1Jo.) is always risky to
the individual, and the probability that a job will not work out is likely
to be the greatest in the first 2 years of employment.

KEY POINTS AND POLICY ISSUES

Older workers tend to have lower voluntary turnover rates than
younger workers. 'This should be viewed as an area of cost advantage
for older workers.

Cost of turnove. is variable, depends on the specific job and the
labor market, and can be very high.

Turnover can be viewed as the way to solve certain types of per-
sonnel problems which cannot lx' resolved within the current work-
place.

Turnover of older porticos in the work force can negatively affect
productivity because of loss of technical expertise.

Turnover can reduce the ability of the organization to transfer
knowledge between older and younger workers, which can be very
costly in terms of retraining expenses.

There is inadequate data to attach a quantitative measure to this
factor.

1.5 REM TLA TORY REQUIREMENTS AND BENF,VITS FOR
WORKERS AT DIFFERENT AGES

'Existing law imposes specific requirements with respect to em-
ployee benefits for workers aged 65-69. As P general rule, employers
must offer the same benefits to workers regardless of age. There are,
however, sonic exceptions described here.

The major benefit requirements with wspect to workers aged t: - 59

specifically are set forth in the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1978 ADEA1, the amendments to the ADEA which were
part of the 'l'ax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Tax Art of 1982

[TEFEA 1 and the interpretations of the AIWA.

37-116 0 - 84 2
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Some key requirements are as follows:
(1) Benefit plans must not discriminate by age, and in gen-eral employcrs must continue benefits for employees through

age 69-
(2) Pension accruals are not required after age 65 in the em-ployer's primary pension plan, whether it is a defined benefit or

a defined contribution plan. This is an area of possible change.(3) Contributions must be continued to a secondary definedcontribution plan.
(4) Medical benefits must be continued for age 65-49, and theemployer's plan will be primary over medicare. This was requiredby TEFRA and became effective January 1, 1983. Employerswith significant numbers of employees over age 65 are concerned

about this provision because of potential costs for higher ratesof health claims by these employees.
(5)' Life insurance must be continued; benefits may be reducedat age 65 to equalize costs between employees who are ages 60-64and those who are 65-69. A 30-percent reduction will be consid-ered to meet the requirements.
(6) Disability plans may stop benefits at age 65 if disability0 occurs before age 60. If disability occurs after age 60. benefits

must be continued but never beyond age 70. The regulations pro-
vide alternative methods of adjusting benefits which will equalize
costs. 1 he concept is to change the benefits provided by reducing
the amount, or period payable so that an age 65-69 employee will
have an expected cost amount equal to that for an employee 6(1 -64.

Two other exceptions to the general rule about benefits and age
should bn noted. Under the Employee Retirement. Income Security
Act. of 1974 r ERISA1, employers may exclude employees under age
25 from pension plans. They may also exclude employees hired after
age 60.

16
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Section 2

COMPENSATION

In this section, we discuss statistical data which indicates relation-
ships between direct compensation age and present data on the mix of
the compensation dollar.

2.1 DIRECT PAY AND THE MIX OF THE COMPENSATION
DOLLAR

Conventional wisdom indicates that older persons are paid more than
younger persons for doing the same jobs, and that older workers cost
more as a result. In some early retirement programs, the underlying
rationale is that older employees can be replaced with younger employ-
ees at a lower price.

There are several issues involved: Age-related differences in income,
quality of nictch of the employee to the job, and the cost of replace-
ment. In this section, only the issue of income and age will be consid-
ered.

Hourly pay systems may have the same rates for everyone, or may
have higher rates with increased seniority. To the extent that older
employees have more seniority, they will have higher average pay
rates in seniority-based hourly systems.

However, a salaried pay system generally consists of a set of job
classifications or grades which have different pay ranges attached to
them: A system for changing the ranges and starting salaries with in-
flation, a system for providing periodic changes in pay to employees as
they move from grade to grade, and a reward for good performance.
It is not clear that pay automatically increases substantially with
seniority and age. Pay increases consist of a combination of merit, pro-
motion, and adjustments as the scales change. In many cases, the in-
creases reflect merit and promotion only, and there is no explicit or
separate adjustment for a change in scales or to reflect inflation. Many
organizations which gave cost -of- living increases in the past have
stopped doing so. However, they continue to adjust the pay scales
which serve as the basis for new hire compensation. Where the in-
creases are for merit and promotion only, the new employee may be
paid just as much as someone with experience, or nearly as nuich.4The
difference between the change in starting pay, and the adjustments in
the pay of existing employees at a particular grade level is a critical
variable in this regard. This issue is particularly acute where there is
a tight labor market and employers are competing for the same pool
of people, so that they may be willing to pay I. premium to get someone
to join the firm,

(a)
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There is some data airailable on inft.gie related to age. Three sets of
data will be reviewed here. Chart 1 gives national data on family in-
come by age. the results of a study sample of the individuals
covered by Social Security which shows how their income changed by
age, and data for some hypothetical populations based on the actual
pay distribution of the employees covered by some pension plans.

E

0

$ 32

I 3.)

5'2e
$26

$24
$ 22

120
$1.5

$ 1 4

$ 1 2

$1:1

1

cllnxr t

1 (-380 Mean Family income
19y Age of Family tie<3

2 5 3 4 35 4 4- --54 55 -64 6 5

National data (chart 1] shows that family income increases by age
until it peaks in the 45-54 age bracket'and that it declines moderately
from tins bracket to the 55-64 bracket and sharply after age 65. This
effect is due to the interaction of many factors including wag, levels
and retirement It should also be pointed out that this data represents
the population at a single point in time, rather than one group of
people who have been tracked over time.

The Current Population Surveys provided data on money income
of households by age of householder for 1970 and 1980. The data below
is mean total household income :

1970
neap imam

AP:15
to 24

25 to 34 .

35 to 44 .

-15 to 54 .

55 to 04

MI sips

1960
ocean Iroconal

$7,115 $14,696
10 313 21,394
12,193 26,927
12,858 30,279
10,573 27,319
6.518 l0.9111

10,001 23,794

Source: P. 461, 1980 Statistical Abstract sad p. 435, 1983 Statistical Abstract.
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Household income peaks in the 45-54-yeAr-old age group, with the
peaking more significant 'n 1980 than it was in 19i0. Chart 1 shows
1980 data in graithic form. The increase from the 35-44 group to the
45-54 group was 5.5 percent in 1970 and 12.5 percent in the 1980 data.
The 1980 results include more two-income families. The reduction
from 45-54 to 55-64 was 17.8 percent in 3970 and 10.8 percent in 1980.
The reduction from 65-64-to 65 and over was 48.8 percent in 1970
and 38.1 percent in 1980. In 1980, there were relatively few persons in
the labor force over age 65, and this number has been declining over the
long term. The relatively higher income over age 65 reflects a growth
in retirement benefits from public and private sources. The relatively
higher income at 55-64 may reflect the changes in retirement plans
plus the presence of more two-income families.

The question which we are studying is whether older workers are
paid more for the same work than younger workers. Taken alone, the
data above really does not provide any answer to this question. How-
ever, it appears that the belief that older workers are paid more may
be a myth since there is no direct relationship between household
income and age.

The next step in looking at this issue is to review data er earnings
over the life cycle. A major study of such data was done for the Con -
gressional Research Service by the Consultant Panel on Social Secu-
rity. In this study, the earnings of a sample of the people covered by
Social Security were analyzed over a long period of time. This study
focused on the period -1956 to 1971. The earnings of the group by age
and sex were also looked at in each year. The historical earnings were
indexed to remove the effect of changes in wage levels. Earnings from
the first calendar quarter were used to remove the effect of the maxi-
mum wage base. The findings are stated in the report as follows:

Typically, until age 35, individuals experience wage growth
that is much more rapid than the growth of average earnings
in the economy.'Beteen ages 35 and 64. individual earnings
growth does not differ too much from the growth of the econ-
omy-wide averages for these who do not claim retirement ben-
efits. There are large unexplained elements in individual
earnings after one has adjusted for the typical age structure
and for other components of steady growth. Adi.iistecl for
movements out of covered employment, the typical age struc-
ture of earnings does not vary much with the level of earn-
ings between the upper two-thirds of the income distribu-
tion. It is different at the bottom of the income distribution
showing a less rapid growth to the level of peak earnings.
The ri:ndom component in earnings is smaller in percentage
terms the higher the income level.

This data shows that earnings for males go down after the mid-
1950's and is generally consistent with the pattern found in the house-
hold income date. Females tend to show more of an increasing pat-
tern 1w age. but their overall earnings are much lower. The two sets
of data differ in that the household income is based on one point in
time and the Social Security study represents the same people. but
over a long period. The Social Security study does not separate those
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who stayed with a single employer from those who changed jobs.
However, it provides significant evidence that ov( rail older workers
are not paid more. Exhibit 2-1 shows the relative earnings levels for
males in 1956, 1961, 1966, and 1971. Exhibit 2-2 shows the same infor-
mation for females. This data is based on the worker, rather than the
family unit. The data is shown graphically in charts 2-9.

20
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Rahibit 2-1
Relative Niels garsingn b, Age in Uric's* Years

Cats is Indexed by Mean Rarsiagm by Sox - Nile Data

Data from Report of the Consultant Panel on Social Security
to the Congressional

1956

Research Service August, 1976

1961 1966 1911

21 0.4879 0.4274 0.3917 0.3776

22 0.5396 0.4967 0.4910 0.4421

23 0.5688 0.5763 0.5819 0.5 57

24 0.6500 0.6283 0.6611 3.6102

25 0.7214 0.6773 0.7094 0.6838

26 0.7564 0.7961 0.8116 0.7666

27 0.8440 0.8093 0.8195 0.8224

28 0.8860 0.8562 0.8942 0.8968

29 0.9620 0.9022 0.8982 0.9650

30 0.0648 0.9330 0.9619 0.9480

31 1.0012 0.9957 0.9700 1.0118

32 1.0072 1.0121 0.9820 1.0290

33 1.0331 1.0285 0.9854 1.1119

34 1,0524 1.0808 1.0605 1.0755

35 1.0829 1.1039 1.1160 1.1357

36 1.1001 1.1199 1.1051 1.1123

37 1.1331 1.0911 1.1145 1.1583

38 1.1020 1.1294 1.1291 1.1785

39 1.1157 1.1393 1.2055 1.1866

40 1.0828 1.1519 1.1664 1.2295

41 1.1219 1.1521 1.2287 1.2224

42 1.1632 1.1895 1.2239 1.1923

43 1.1803 1.1597 1.1648 1.2624

44 1.1624 1.1543 1.1828 1.2656

45 1.1224 1.1083 1.2133 1.2471

46 1.1236 1.1954 1.2260 1.2660

47 1.0999 1.1747 1.2274 1.2283

4$ 1.1201 1.1741 1.1942 1.1917

49 1.1270 1.0846 1.1433 1.1938

50 1.1110 1.1103 1.1792 1.2386

51 1.1827 1.1820 1.1618 1.1790

52 1.1912 1.1099 1.1715 1.2547

53 1.0971 1.1263 1.1271 1.1700

54 1.1254 1.1170 1.0477 1.1420

55 1.1062 1.0488 1.0513 1.0655

56 0.9935 1.1128 1.0564 1.1303

51 1.1159 1.1144 1.0267 1.1439

58 1.0292 1.0792 1.0830 1.0714

59 1.0971 1.0818 1.0245 1.0743

60 0.8548 1.0152 0.9946 0.9968

61 0.8848 0.0587 0.4968 1.0637

62 0.9465 1.0784 1.1816 1.0514

63 0.9710 1.0819 1.0476 1.1598

64 0.8628 1.1889 1.1661 1.1972
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Exhibit 2-2
itelaiive Mean Earnings by Age in Various Tears

Data is Indexed by Mean Earnings by Sex - Female Data

Data from Reporc of the Consultant Panel on Social Security
to the CongreOsional Research Service - August, 1976

ME 1956 1961

21 0.7896 0.7185
22 0.8510 0.7961
23 0.8914 0.8316
24 0.9092 0.8706
25 0.9171 0.9220
26 0.9103 0.9156
27 0.9654 0.8359
28 0.9323 0.8526
29 0.8452 0.8518
30 0.9654 0.8633
31 0.8757 0.8903
32 9565 0.8757
33 -9753 0.9404
34 0.8888 0.8800
35 1.0168 0.9850
36 0.9675 1.0171
37 0.9848 1.0116
38 1.0187 0.9663
39 1.0000 0.9867
40 1.0021 1.1134
41 0.9974 1.0326
42 1.1007 1.0510
43 1.0509 1.0895
44 1.0656 1.1127
45 1.C855 1.0338
46 1.0756 1.0783
47 1.0992 1.0408
48 1.0908 1.0883
49 1.0672 1.0865
50 1.1427 1.1.31
51 1.0740 1.1058
52 1.0771 1.1106
53 1.1317 1.0596
54 1.1301 1.1508
55 1.1957 1.2546
56 1.0435 1.0835
57 1.0950 1.1195
58 1.0832 1.1063
59 0.9281 1.1521
60 1.0519 1.1508
61 0.9822 1.1015
62 1.2046 1.2513
63 1.1868 1.1787
64 0.3722 1.2037

1966 1971

0.7026 0.6376
0.7995 0.7641
0.8905 0.8828
0.9297 0.9363
0.9090 0.9405
0.8314 0.9423
0.9174 0.9521
0.9451 0.9897
0.8331 0.7989
0.8866 0.9290
0.9554 0.8928
0.9129 0.9300
0.8702 0.9332
0.9080 0.9320
0.9272 0.9122
0.9304 1.0366
0.9272 0.9536
1.0273 0.9739
0.9643 0.9829
1.0738 1.0875
1.0066 1.0276
1.0453 1.0422
1.0413 1.0668
1.0318 0.9975
1.0742 1.1199
1.0882 1.1691
1.0672 1.0893
1.1714 1.0740
1.1155 1.1014
1.1074 1.1152
1.0476 1.1199
1.0665 1.1109
1.1200 1.1779
1.1193 1.1335
1.1767 1.1415
1.1718 1.1132
1.0976 1.1084
1.1106 1.0916
1.2C50 1.1856
1.1052 1.1937
1.1733 1.1262
1.1470 1.2156
1.2306 1.2509
1.4351 1.2793
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The authors decided' to review employer-specific data in order to see
if very different results would be found. Data by age and salary shows
'that peak earnings are likely to lie found in the 35-54 age ranges, and
that within a given age range there is no correlation between average
earnings and length of service once an initial period after employment
has been excluded. This type of review is based on looking at pension
plan data coveriug all the employees of an employer, and still does not
address the spetific issue of age and pay within a particular job
assignment.

It is the opinion of the authors that there is significant evidence to
indicate that older workers are not paid more on any consistent society-
wide basis. They may however be paid more in specific employment
situations. The situations where individuals are paid more than it is
currently pen.eived that they are worth may often flow from matching
problems and skills obsolesence rather than from a compensation sys-
tem which gives higher pay to salaried workers based solely on senior-
ity-. Retraining is key to avoid a growing mismatch. Our conclusions
with respect to pay and age are not valid in any collectively bargained
situations where there is direct pay for senority. -Specific research is
needed to prove these hypotheses and quantify them.. But, since there
may 'not be a direct relationship between earnings and age of employ-
ees, the theory that older employees are always more costly in terms of
compensation has not been confirmed.

KEY POINTS AND POLICY Ismicanosis

There is inadequate evidence to show a general quantitative relation-
ship between age and compensation.

The specific situations where older workers have higher compensa-
tion in specific jobs may be linked to matching problems.

Compensation s3rstems are not necessarily designed to use seniority
or age as the basis for establishing levels of pay.

More information is needed to understand differences in male and
female wage patterns by age and the implications of such differences.

2.2 MIX OF COMPENSATION DOLLAR

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States regularly surveys
employee benefit spending by emp'oyers in different areas of business
activity. Exhibit 2-3 shows the mix of the compensation dollar exclud-
ing legally required payments from the 1981 U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce survey.

37-116 0 84 - 3
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lehihit 2-3

Spendina for Moyne penalise in the United States

Data from 1981 Chamber of Commerce Survey of Smployee Benefits

Type of Benefit

Pensions and welfare
benefits (employer
share of cost)

X of Direct Average Amt. rof Totat

Oosepassation Spent per Pe Convenalition

12.7%

Profit. Snaring and bonus 2.2%

$2,256 9.91

$ 391 1.71

Payment for tine not 13.41 $2,381 10.41
worked

Direct Compensatioa

TOTAL.

100.01 $17,767 71.9%

4011601110.40.4444w PINM/1.10144.0.

128.3X $22,795 100.01

POTE: Legally required payments have not been considered compensation

for this purpose.

Pensions and welfare benefits account for 9.9 percent of the compen-
sation dollar. Profit sharing and bonuses are 1.7 percent; direct com
pensation is 77.9 _percent ; and time not worked is 10.4 percent. There is
a demonstrable difference by ace in costs for part of the 9.9
The 9.9 percent can be further disaggregated from the study as Croewt:

ramie
Pored
d foldwipes=

of

PINION
lib sad ussikal Imoneet

00441
IllhaOhemssir .4

ILO

The variations will be discussed below in the section on emp
benefits. As indicated above, there does not appear to be a
difference by ages in direct pa7, which is 77.9 percent of the total
compensation dollar. Pensions, Me and medical are the most important
age related components of the benefit package. These will be &tousled
m depth in sections 3 and 4.

For time not worked, there are a number of factors interacting. For
many employers, vacation is linked to a1 of service, and for such
firms older workers on average would have ' .r vacation costs. How-
ever, older workers tend to have lower rates I abeenteeism than young-
er workers so it is not possible with existing data to link any cost oliffer-
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ince to the 10.4 percent of the compensation dollar represented by
time not at work.

Profit sharing and bonuses generally do not vary by a'e. They are
usually stated as fixed percentages of pay, or as subjective ammo's
based on current performance.
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Section 3

EMPLOYEE BENEFITSHOW EMPLOYERS PAY
FOR BENEFITS

This section of the will provide an overview of the way benefit
costs are determined an employer viewpoint, and indicate what
factors are used in the detenninataon.

Underlying these costs are factors which may but need not be ap-

approach to en benefit costs, in that it will examine a method
parent, incl age-related factors. Section 4 will take a different

of attrinK costs by age, ao that compensation package difference;
by age can be &vped for different scenarios.

Employee benefit costs are amorally deeeribed in terms that repre-
sent averages over an ermine employee population. The cost may be
a !ventage of payroll, a rate per thousand of coverage, or a per ens-'
p mot. The deco mito implement, plans, and also to change them,
are I on costs stated in with terms. This is an adequate framework

thfoeir

mr ost
benefits

employer decisione where the employees have no choice about

Li HEALTH BENEFIT COSTS TO EMPLOYER
To provide a and to assist in understand-

ing cost differentials age, we first bow health benefits costs
are charged to the emp

The empl!yer can these benefits through a health mainte-nsnce ominon 0) or , , .41 a program which reimburses
the hmkh care provider directly or . emloyee for all or part of the
health care cost The IRMO is limid a cost

ptilted
in advance for each

employee covered, and the cost is the mine for the year rowdies; of
the actual service rendered. The service is rendered by the HMO. The
reimbursement plans offer benefits which are paid as illness occurs.
These plans will Wade a description of how much will be paid under
different circumstances.

From the employer's viewpoint, there are a range of a
available for financing rebnbursement type health plans.
described schematirally an exhibit 3-1, and range from totelly insured
approaches to totally self-insured approaches, trader a totally insured
approach, an insurer sets a price for the coverage and the employer
simply pays the claims as they occur. (An outside organization may
be hired to administer the program and pay the claims. Insurance com-
panies freouently offer these services under administrative services
only f AS01 contracts so that the involvement of an insurance com-
pany does not mean the program is insured.) There are also a variety
of arrangements available which provide for a division of the risk be-
tween the employer and an insurance company so that there is some

(26)
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*bronco. Under these arrangements, the insurer may guarantee the
maximum amount which the employer will pay under a stop-lass ar-

t, or the insurer may charge a premium which can be re-
lf=eelicrilit the event of good experience. Another variation of the re-
fund arrangement is set up so that the employer pays a relatively low
premium, but can be required to pay an additional premium up to a
maximum at the end of the year depending on experience:

Exhibit 3-1

Alternatives for Employer Payment for

Health Care

HMO

1

Per Capita Charge
per Year

Based on Expected
Coats

NOT INI0**

SPECTRUM

Fully

Employer Pays
Premium

Employer
Pays
Premiums -
Gets Remand
of Excess of
Premium Over
Claim Cost
and Admin.
Coat*

* Various methods, can be used.

Risk is

Employer
Pays Claims
and Admin.
Coats and
Stop Loos -
Insurer Pays
Claims Over
Stop Loss Level'

Self
Insured

Employer
Pays
Claims
Plus
Admin.
Costs

**May offer complete choice of providers, or may offer incentives to
use particular providers.

Bip ST Copy
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The employer will choose the approach desired on the basis of Atti-

tude to risk and cash flow consideration& The options which are avail-
abk and logical vary significantly, based on the size and type of em-
ployer. Exhibit 3-2 shows the relationship between employer size and
spectrum of options for providing health care benefits, and also shows
how cost is defined along the spectrum..

Exhibit 3-2

Alternatives for lo r Patr_lealth Care

Use and Definition of Cost

Insurer bears
100% of Risk

1

Fully
Insured

Employer bears
100% of Risk

SPECTRUM

!Snell employers]

Cost
Defined
by

Premium

1
1

Risk is Self
Shared Insured

Medic* Enployera

LARGE EMPLOYERS

Cost defined
by a
Combination
of Premium/Claims

404.1R,

Cost
Defined

by
Claims

Exhibits 3-3 and 3-4 show the factors which influence claim costs
and premiums. For purposes of this analysis we will assume that
premiums are developed as a function of expected 'claim costs, even
though for small groups they represent claim costs for many different
employers rather than for one employer only. The data used to develop
costs by age are based on the idea that expected claim costs are the ap-
propriate measure.
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gxhibit 3-3

Factors Influencins Claim Costs

Claim) (Mot HMO)

Function of

Function of

Plan Design
Method of Provider Payment/Charge
Illness in Population (Number end Severity)
Providers Chosen
Care Rendered
Plan Administration
Geographic Location
Time of Care (Costs
change rapidly)

Function of

Site/Characteristics of Population Deployee Choice

Statistical Fluctuation (Chance) Plan Options
06

Function of

Illnesses
Contgol Mechanisms
Plan Design
Utilisation Review

Chance

Notes: 1. In stall group variation is very large.

2.,Coatrol mechanisms are possible in every factor.
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Experience of
all Groups

Rate Manual

30

Exhibit 3-4

Facture Influencing Premiums in

Insured Flans

Experience of
this group
--------

Expected Trend 1

Premiums

EQUAL

Expected Claims
plus

Expenses
plus

Margin for

Profit/Fluctuation

Relationship to demographic characteristics:

Rate manual links to demographics.

Experience of this group links to implied demographics.

,Premium may cower one employer or many -

pooling. of claims combine experience on larger claim for

different (=pinyon/.
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Where the employer is paying premiums, examining costs by age re-
quires understanding the process which the insurance company uses to
develop premiums. Where the employer is paying the cost of the claims,
understanding costs by age requires knowledge of claim experience.
The insurance carrier typically builds a rate manual which is based
on a number of factors including demographic composition of the on-

, ployer group, different benefit patterns, and geographic variations.
The rate manual is used for new groups .with no prior experience, and
to help with changes in benefit patterns. Once a group has actual past
experience, the experience will be given more weight than the manual
if the group is large enough. If the group is too small, the group will
be combined with other groups in order to get adequate experience.
Larger groups may choose not to combine, or to combine only very
large claims. This is called pooling.

Where the employer is paying for the claims directly, normally the
actual claim experience is the most important variable in estimating
future claim experience. Actuarial data is used by insurance companies
and by outside actuaries who are providing consulting services to esti-
mate future claims. The rate manual approach is one method used to
evaluate the cost of expected plan changes. Another method is to de-
velop a model of the expected illnesses in the population using data on
frequency by DRG's and develop expected claim costs in that way. The
rate manual and an analysis of historical experience are the com-
monly used approaches. The DRG based models may come into much
more common use in the future.

In both the premium rate development and expected overall claims
development situations, there is underlying variation by age. The un-
derlying variat ion by age, however, may not explicitly surface in either
the an tlysis of experience or in the development of the expected claims
for tl coming year. The data is often not analyzed by age. Instead, it
is an yzed by type of expense, geographic location or cost center, em-
ploy . versus dependent, length of hospital stay, DRG, et cetera. Age
is no considered explicitly, but there is an implicit assumption that the
age istribution will not shift. We have provided some (Nat in this
pa which provides an approach to estimating the underlying c'xst
by Ai . This data is based on certain limited published sources as will
be 1 ter cited and has not been tested over a wide range of different
plat designs. in different time periods, and geographic situations.

hibit 3-3 shows the factors which are likely to influence overall
cirri i costs for a group. Some of these are changing as new forms of
hea th care delivery financing are emerging, and as providers are mak-
ingldifferent arrangements with employers.

Plan design is a key factor influencing overall costs. Plan design can
eneburage either in or out of hospital care and can affect the total bill
for health care as well as the allocation between the benefit plan and
the employee. Data to show how the cost variations by age are in-
fluenced by plan designs is not currently available. The new DRG
based costing models open the door for research itt this area, They
also open the way to see if the expected distribution of claims is dif-
ferent for different age' groups.

The method of provider payment will also influence the cost to the
employer. In the HMO ease, the provider is paid on a percapita basis;
in other cases the provider is traditionally paid on a fee for service
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basis. DRO's are now being used ter medicare, and their use in the
private third-party payment sector may also develop over time. It
Irr. too early to determine how and whether this might affect the (sort by
age. However, it should he noted that the payment of medicare benefits
at less than a full share of the hospital costs shifts costs to employers,
and depending on how the hospital allocates these costs in its fee struc-
ture, this could affect the costs by age.

Costs can be shared with employees through employee contributions,
deductibles, coinsurance and exclusion of certain types of expenses
from coverage. Contributions share costs with all employees whereas
deductibles and coinsurance shiftcosts to those who have claims. Con-
tributions, if substantial, may encourage employees whose spouses
already have coverage to decline to participate in the plan.

The specific illnesses in an employer's work force are a key factor
affecting claim costs; the illnesses in a given time period are a func-
t ion of the size and characteristics of the covered group, statistical
fluctuations, the type of occupations, -environmental problems, etc.
Given a set of illnesses, the claim costs are also a function of what
health care providers are chosen, and what specific care they choose to
render.

This paper deals with the issue of cost variations by age. A related
public policy issue, however, is how to control health care costs. Ex-
hibit 3-4 shows that expected eland; depend on many different factors.
These factors are likely to vary by employer, and many of them can
be influenced by employer action. An employer interested in managing
health care costs can design a multifaceted approach which will prob-
aly include the following types of activities:

--Plan design to encourage effective utilization of health care facil-
ities and least costly alternatives. -

--Consumer education for employees on use of the health care sys-
tem and po ssibly also on wellness.

Cost sharing with employees.
Utilization review to ensure that emploples" are not misutilizing

costly services.
Administrative controls and audits to ensure that claims are paid

in accot dance with plan provisions.
--A data :analysis system to allow identification of where funds are

soerit. of problem providers, and of likely excess utilization.
Risk sharing with health care providers.
--Price negotiation with healthcare providers.
Comprehensive approaches to health care cost, management are be-

coming quite common.
The cost of claims is the critical factor affecting employer payment

for health care, whether the form of payment is direct payment of
claims or payment of premiums to an insurance carrier. Age is often
not obvious as a factor in the determination of the cost. Nevertheless,
claim costs do vary by age. so that there are real differences ice cost by
age. Therefore. an approach will be taken to attributing costs to differ-
ent ages. This will be discussed in section 4.1 of this paper.
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3:2 LIFE INSURANCE

Life insurance, benefits are usually insured, because life insurance
proceeds are taxed more favorably to the beneficiary than death bene-
fits paid directly by the employer. The insurance may involve experi-
ence rating so that the employer actually assumes much of the risk.

The types of insurance available provide options for the manage-

) meat of cash flow. The cost of the insurance to the employer is usually
stated as a rate per thousand for the entire employee group. This rate
is developed by looking at the amount of insurance needed at each age,
and applying a cost per $1,000 based on the mortality rate at the specific
age. The expected cost is adjusted for administrative expense and the
actual past experience of the employee group.

Voluntary life insurance provides additional amounts to employees
on an optional basis. Voluntary life insurance is nearly always based
on premiums which vary by age. This is critical since the employee can
buy life insurance on the open market and the rates for term insurance
for younger persons are very low.

3.3 DISABILITY

Disability benefits may be provided as insured or self-insured
benefits.

Disability costs also vary by age. Since disability benefits run to a
111111d11111111 age, the potential periocl of payment decreases with increas-
ing age. The rates of disability increase with increased age. The total
cost, of disability benefits is estimated in the Chamber of Commerce
study as 0.6 percent of payroll. The shorter potential benefit period and
higher incidence rates are oesetting, so that the variation of disability
cost by age is not a major factor in cost differences by age. Disability
as defined here excludes the cost of job related injury which is covered
by worker's compensation.

Disability costs are not a major factor in the compensation package.
Disability will not be considered in sections 4 and 5, or in the com-
pensation package examples in the appendix.

However, it should be pointed out that long-term disability benefits
cannot be offered on a viable basis to persons beyond usual retirement
ages. Eligibility for disability benefits under most definitions of dis-
ability is partly subjective and claims experience is a function of mo-
tivation as well as physical condition. If long-term disability benefits
are available after retirement ages, the plan can often be used as a
retirement plan with marked increases in costs.

3.4 PENSIONS

Retirement benefits are of two general types. Some plans provide
for a defined contribution, or r. contribution stated usually as a per-
centage of pay for each employee. These plans have the name cost
regardless of the employee age. The one exception to this rule is that
employees below or above certain ages may be excluded. Under AIWA,
employees having a defined contribution plan only may be excluded
from further contributions after age 65. Under ERISA, all employees
may be excluded before age 25.
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Other plans provide lot a defined benefit; or a benefit which is stated
as a formula usually based on years of service, and often based on
pay. The cost for such plans is generally calculated using the entire
group and its experience, and no cost is generated on an individual
employee basis. As a matter of interpretation, one could decide that
cysts are a level percenttige of pay for all employees, or one could try-
to look behind the and develop some measure by age. This sec-
tion of qua paper tsl:susses the issues related to benefit accrual and
how employers pay for benefits. Section 4.3 attributes costs to age.

In the case of life, disability, and health insurance, each year can
be treated as a separate time period. The employee either does or does
not have claims in the year, and there is an identifiable annual cost
which can be attributed to the age of the employee. However, as pre-
viously explained, individuatl claims experience of employees is not

the basis for development of employer costs for such
benefit plans.

In contrufyrlor defined benefit pension plaid the employee works
for a long period of time and then gets a benefit during another pe-
riod of tifne. There is a single pension fund to pay benefits for all
covered employees. The fund is not allocated to individuals. Tip con-
tributions to the fund are determined using one of several actuarial
cost methods. The choice of method is a financial decision. Current
contributions depend on many factors not relatedto the current em-
ployee population. For example, the assets already in the fund are
an important factor in current and future contributions needed. Bene-
fits are paid out over the future lifetimes of employees, and contribu-
tions are made over long periods of time. The cost methods which are
acceptable provide flexibility in spreading the cost, and in fitting the
plan to the financial needs of the omployer sponsoring the plan.

This paper will not deal with specifics of the different methods.
They are not viewed as an appropriate way to attribute costs.

There are various benefit formulas which assign the benefit earned
at retirement to different time periods. The actual year-by-year ac-
crual of benefits is also viewed as arbitrary and a function of the type
of benefit, formula chosen. This is not viewed as an appropriate way
to attribute costs because it is arbitrary and based on the benefit for-
mula as will be shown below. An examination of the accrual provides
some insights which will be useful in understanding how benefits
accrue and issues related to cost of employment and age.

Benefit accruals will be reviewed under three different formulas:
A flat doller amount for each year of service.
A percentage of current year earnings for each year with a

periodic recalculation of benefits to bring them up to levels con-
sistent with current price levelscareer average plan.

A percentage of final average earnings for each year of service.
Exhibits 3-5, 3-6, and 3-7 and charts 10, 11, and 12 show the devel-

opment of these benefits on a year-by-year basis. These plans are
simplified and not realistic in that there is no Social Security
integration.
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Exhibit 3-5
illustration of benefits Earned in Each Year
Flat Roller Pius - Employee Mired At As 30

Initial benefit Level is $10.00 Per Month Per Tear ,f Service

benefit is Improved for All Service Every Mew years by One Dollar Per Month

Year
benefit /Year Projected
of Service et Age 65
(Monthly) lAenual)

lien Accrued

benefit
(Annual)

Additional
Benefit Earned

(Annual)

Split of Additional
Benefit

Earned
Service
(Anneal)

Plan

Leprovenent
(Annual)

1 510.00 $4,200 5 120 $120 $120 $ 0

2 10.00 4,200 240 120 120 0

3 10.00 4,200 350 1i0 120 0

4 11.00 4,620 528 168 132 36

5 11.00 4,620 660 132 132 0

6 11.00 4,620 792 132 132 0

7 12.00 5,040 1,008 216 144 72

8 12.00 5,040 1,152 144 144 0

9 12.00 5,040 1,296 144 144 0

10 13.(' 5,460 1,560 264 156 108

11 13.00 5,460 1,716 156 156 0

12 13.00 5,460 1,872 156 156 0

13 14.00 5,880 2,184 312 168 144

14 14.00 5,880 2,352 168 168 0

15 14.00 5,880 2,520 168 168 0

16 15.00 6,300 2,880 360 180 180

17 15.00 6.301) 3,060 180 180 0

18 15.00 6,300 3,240 180 180 0

19 10.00 6,720 3,648 408 192 218

20 16.00 6,720 3,840 192 192 0

21 16.00 6,720 4,032 192 192 0

22 17.00 7,140 4,488 456 204 252

23 11.00 7,140 4,592 294 204 0

24 17,00 7,140 4,896 294 204 0

25 18.00 7,560 5,400 592 216 288

26 18.00 7,560 5,616 , 216 216 0

27 18.00 7,560 5,832 216 216 0

28 19.00 7.980 6,384 552 228 3;4

29 19.00 7,980 6,612 228 228 0

30 19.00 7,980 6,840 228 228 0

31 20.00 8,400 7,440 699 240 36o

32 20.00 8,400 7,680 249 240 0

33 20.00 3.400 7,920 249 240 0

34 21.00 8,820 8,568 648 252 396

35 21.00 8,820 8,820 252 252 0
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Ibilabit 3-6

Illustration Of_Peasfita Versed In Serb Veer
Career Average Plan - Remlorle Sired at Als 30

SenSfit Level is 1.252 for Each Tear of Service
Senefitis laproved for All Service Seery Mime Tears by Recalculatieg Senefic
Recalculated benefit is 1.252 of Average Pay Multiplied by Service
Average Fay is cbe Avorsg4 of The Last Three Tears Pay
Pay LA *mourned to barrow', 51 Reck Tsar

Oesefft Socalcu-
Reseed 3 Year Toted

Annual in Tear Average benefit
Tear Salary of Service Pay on Update.

1

2

3

$18,000
18,900

19,845

$ 225.00
236.25
248.06

4 20.931 260.47 $ 8,915 $ 709
5 21,879 273.49 19,861 5/A
6 22,973 287.16 20,950 NIA
7 24,122 301.52 21,896 1,642
8 25,328 316.60 22,991 NIA
9 26,594 352443 24,141 11/4
10 27,924 349.05 25,348 2,852
11 29,320 324.50 26,615 11/41

12 30,786 384.83 27,946 8/41
13 32,325 404.07 29,143 4,402
14 33,942 424.27 30,911 5/A
15 35,639 445.48 32,351 N/A
16 37,421 467.76 33,969 6,369
17 39,292 491.15 35,667 11/6
18 41,256 515.79 37,450 11/6

19 43,319 541.49 39,323 8,848
20 45,485 '48.56 41,289 0/4
21 47,759 596.99 43,354 11/4
22 50,147 626.84 45,521 11,949
23 52,655 658.18 47,797 111/4

24 55,287 691.09 50,187 5/A
25 58,052 125.65 52,696 15409
26 60,954 761.93 55,331 11/4
27 64,002 800.03 48,098 111A
28 67,202 $40.03 61,003 30,588
29 70,562 882.03 64,053 N/4
30 74,090 926.13 61,256 8/A
31 77,795 972.44 70,618 26,482
32 81,685 1,021.06 74,149 8/A
33 85,769 1,072.11 77,857 8/4
34 90.057 1,125.72 81,750 33,722
35 94,560 1,182.00 95,837 N/A

Accrued
benefit

Additive/II
benefit
Earned

Split of Additional
Semafit

Reread Plan
Service Lnyrovement

$ 225
461

709

980
1,243

1,530

1 225

236
248
260
273
298

$ 225
236
248

260

273
298

1,944 413 302 9 112
2,250 317 317
2,593 , 332 332
3,201 508 349 259
3,567 367 367
3,952 395 395
4,806 954 404 440
5,230 424 424
5,674 445 445
5,930 1,162 468 694
7,328 491 491
7,944 516 516
9,389 1,545 541 1,004
9,958 569 569
10,555 598 597
12,576 2,021 627 1,395
13,234 658 658
13,925 691 691
16,353 2,609 726 1,884
17,291 762 762
18,097 800 800
21,428 3,332 840 2,492
22,310 882 882
23,237 926 926
27,454 4,218 972 3,245
29,475 1,021 1,021
29,547 1,072 1,072
34,948 5,300 1,126 4,174
36,029 1,182 1.182
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inhibit 9-7
Illustration Of Demafits Ssraed la Ilacb Tear

risal Average Pay Plan - Employes Mired at Age 30

A
Benefit Level is 1.252 times S Tear final Masses Pay for Saes Year of Service

Pay is Moused to Increase 52 Each Tear

datiJal

Year Salary

5 Year
Average

Projected
Benefit
At Age 65

Accrued
Semitic

Additional
Seumfit
Earned

Split of Additional
84metic

garsod
Service

sifict of lacresse
is final Average Pay

1 $18,000

_lar_o_

2 18,900 $18,000 035,822 $ 450 $ 650

3 19,845 18,450 35,822 692 242 $225 0 17

4 20,937 18,915 35,822 946 254 231 23

S 21,879 19,390 35,822 1.212 266 236 30

6 22,973 19,892 35,822 1,492 280 242 37

7 24,122 20,887 35,822 1,929 336 249 98

6 25,328 21,93! 35,822 2,193 336 261 104

9 26,594 23,029 35,822 2,591 198 274 123

10 27,924 24,179 35,822 3.022 432 288 144

II 29,320 25,388 35,822 3,491 469 302 166

12 30,786 26,652 35,822 3.999 SOO 317 190

13 32,325 27,990 35,822 4,542 550 33 217

14 33,942 29,390 35,822 5,143 595 350 245

15 35,639 30,859 35,822 5,786 643 367 276

16 37,421 32.402 35,822 6,480 694 386 309

17 39,292 35,023 35,822 7,230 749 405 344

18 41,256 35,724 35,822 8,038 808 425 393

19 43,319 37,510 35,822 8,909 871 441 434

20 45,485 39,385 35,822 9,845 938 469 469

21 47,759 41,355 35,822 10,856 1,009 492 517

22 50,147 43,422 35,822 11,941 1,086 517 569

23 52,655 45,593 35,822 13,108 1,167 543 624

24 55,287 47,873 35,822 14,352 1,254 570 684

25 58,052 50,257 35,822 15,708 1,346 598 148

26 60,954 52,780 35,822 17,154 1,445 628 811

27 64,002 56,419 35,822 18,704 1,550 660 891

28 67,202 58,190 35,822 20,357 1,663 693 970

29 70,562 61,100 35,822 22,149 1,782 727 1,055

30 74,090 64,155 35,622 24,058 1,989 764 1,146

31 77,795 67,362 35,822 25,103 2,045 802 1,243

32 81,685 70,730 35,822 28,292 2,189 842 1,347

33 85,769 74,267 35,822 30,634 2,343 884 1,459

34 90,057 77,980 35,822 33,142 2,507 928 1.578

35,, 94,560 81,879 35,822 35,822 2,681 975 1,706

Note: Accrued Benefit is benefit which would be aysileble it employmeat terminated and

le based on pay end aerates to date. Projected benefit assume* future pe-

!acres/me and completion of 35 years of service.
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The flat dollar plan has benefits improved periodicallyfor our
example, every third year.

The career average pay plan has similar characteristics, except that
the annual benefit covered is tied to pay, rather than being stated as
a flat dollar amount.. Benefits are also improved every. 8 years.

The final average pay plan has benefits based on service, the formula'
and On pay. The pay nest often used is an average of the last 5 or
highest consecutive 5 years. Each year the benefit increase is partly
the result of additional service and partly the result of additional pay.
Assigning the full benefit increase to the year does not seem logical.

The data demonstrates that there is some difficulty and arbitrariness
about ass' parts of the total pension benefit to particular years of
service. The cl" WV arises because the increase in the accrued benefit
each year links to 1 more year of service, plan changes, pay and pay
interacting with prior service. A change in a fiat dollar plan is im-
plictly linked to a pay level change, although this is never stated. These
interact differently in different plans. An employer who wants to pay
the same benefits at retirement may do so in many different ways. The
route used will not affect people who stay to retirement, but will affect
people who leave at earlier agm.

The factors which affect the real long-term pension cost include:
The amount of benefit earned in a given year.
The period from the time the benefit is earned until retirement (or

some other event which triggers a benefit payment).
iThe interest which can be earned until the benefit is paid.

The chance that the benefit will be lost due to termination of em-
ployment before benefits are vested, or death before death benefits
are payable.

The chance that the benefit will be paid at various times.
Higher age employees can be viewed as having higher costs because

of the shorter time for the money to earn interest and the smaller
probability of death or termination. This type of difference in cost
is ago related in a way that is comparable to the way costs of life in-
surance, disability, and health insurance are age. related.

Tn section 4.3, costs by age will be developed using attribution factors
and time to retirement. Benefit accrual differences will not be consid-
ered age related.

The approach which will be used to attribute costs to age is equally
valid for employees hired at older ages and older long service em-
pleyees.

If benefits accrued are greater in early years of employment, then
employees hired at older ages earn relatively greater benefits and have
higher costs. For example, if a plan provides 2 percent of pay each
year for the first 2e years and 1 percent of pay thereafter for the next
15 years. an employee hired at 50 will have all service at the 2 percent
accrual rate, whereas an employee hired at age 30 will have 20 years
at 2 perent and 15 years at 1 percent. Such differences in accrual rates
are plan specific. and will not be recognized in the cost attribution
method.
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Section 4

EMPLOYEE BENEFITSATTRIBUTION OF
BENEFIT COSTS BY AGE

As indicated in section 3, employee benefit costs are generally de-
scribed in terms that represent averages over an entire employee popu-
lation. However, underlying the costs is experience which varies with
the actual demographics.

The purpose of section 4 is to klok behind these averages to see what
the expected claim costs by age might be. Overall, the expected claim
benefit costs are higher for older employees. In this section, we will
discuss costs separately for life insurance, health insurance and pen-
sions. Each presents some different issues.

4.1 MEDICAL 4.ND DENTAL BENEFITS

Historically, the-cost of employee benefits was not an issue which at-
tracted top manageinent attention. Cost allocation by employee groups
was often done on an average basis, or total claims were allocated di-
rectly to locations.

However, in recent years, there has been a major shift in thinking
concerning the importance of benefit costs and their allocation. Health
care costs today are over 10 percent of gross national product and in-
creases in health care costs have had a major impact on profits for some
businesses. The TEFRA change requiring the employer plan to pay
health benefits before medicare would pay for employees age 65-69
focused attention on older employees and health insurance.

Since 1980, many employers have restructured health benefit plans
to move away from first-dollar cove. rage to encourage employees to act
as good consumers, and to create incentives for out-of-hospital care.
Some employers have become proactive in communicating on health
issues and in trying to influence the health care system.

Various methods for financing health benefits are available, as de-
scribed in section 3.

Historically, group claim data has been analyzed largely from an
overall viewpoint. This is shifting with a new focus on where dollars
are bein4r spent and with a lot of comparison of utilization to normative
data. 'While these analyse* are not usually age focused, it is expected
that more age-related data will become available.

As indicated in section 3, claim costs are critical to cost regardless of
the health care financing arrangements. We will develop factors for
relative costs by age using available data.

For medical insurance, the claim data is still usually not maintained
by age in group plans, so that claim costs are not directly developed
by age. Younger employees tend to have more children if they have
dependents, and also to have maternity claims. On an individual basis,

(42)
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it is clear that claim costs increase by age. There is also a problem
with respect to the handling of ages 65-40. Past experience would not
be valid )3041111se medicare was primary for these individuals, whereas
since January 1, 1983, the employer's plan is primary. It is suggested
that the following index numbers are appropriate for attributing claim
costs by age. Age 45-19 has been set equal to 100 percent.

ledii samba
AEC

(percent)

Under 43 80.0
45 to 49 100.0
50 to 54 112.5
55 to 99 1290
60 to 64 100.0
65 to 69 ,.... 225.0

These index numbers were developed from IIMO experience for
families covered by group contracts as published by .1Iutchi andngs
Ullman in the Transactions of the Society of Actuaries in 1983. Exhibit
4-1 shows the data published by Hutchings and Ullman. The age 65--
69 data was estimated. The ratios below age 65 were confirmed by re-
viewing experience on individually underwritten hospital and major

\ medical policies as published in the "1981 Reports Number of the
` Transactions of the Society of Actuaries." This experience covers 1977

'and 1978, and confirms the general pattern.

51
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Exhibit 4-1

RHO Claim Cost per Contract Year

Inpatient and Outpatient Combined

(New York

Age

Group

Slue Cross Blue Shield Experience for 1978)

Individual Individual
Nile Female Family

20-29 5112.30 $169.02 $524.53
30-39 $153.23 $240.02 $516.1240-44 $216.70,, 5312.29 5540.9245-49 $301.19' $374.90 5652.07
50-54 5448.55 $400.79 5761.82
55-59 $456.99 $471.29 $844.91
60-64 $723.11 $587.43 $1,079.24

Average $213.15 $326.49 $667.94

Ratios of Claim Costs to Average

Age Individual Individual
Group Hale fiend. Fasilr

20-29 52.7% 51.8% 78.5%
30-39 71.92 73.52 77.32
40-44 101.72 95.6% 81.0%
45-49 141.3% 114.8% 97.6%
50-54 210.4% 122.8% 114.1%
55-59 214.42 145.92 126.5%
60-64 340.22 179.92 161.6%

Source: Hutchings and Ullman, Prepared Hospital Care Age/Sez and
Hospital Continuation Study - to be published in the 1983

Transactions of the Society of Actuaries.

Note: The claim levels are very such below current claim coats but

this is the most recent data on costs .by age within the working

population me span.
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If we use these index numbers, we can then get claims costs by age

if we assume different level of average claim costs for different plans.
These costs are as follows:

Age Average Claims for Total Group

Group 11.620 $2.000. $2,400 $21800

1,600 1,920 2,240

2,000 2,400 2,800

2,240 2,700 3,150

3,200 3,840 4,480

4,500 5,400 6,300

Under 45 1,280

45-49 1,600

50-54 1,800

60-64 2,560

65-69 3,600

The average claim costs are the per employee cost, and so they repre-
sent the cost of the employer-supported care for dependents allocated
per employ bined with cost for the employee. These costs are
based on attribution factors developed earlier.

If a p contributory, the employee contribution is the same
regardless of a , and so the variation that in the employer's share of
the cost becomes more substantial. For example, assume the average
cost for all employees is $2,000 and the employee pays $400. The total
cost attributable to an employee tinder 45 is $1,600, and so the employer
cost is $1,600 -4400, or $1,200. The total cost attributable to an age 60

itiployee is $3,200, leaving an employer cost of $2,800. The data below
shows what could happen if the employee pays 20 percent of the
average cost.

53
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Merge Winer Claims for Contributos, tics
Average Total Claims
per ,Employei X600 121000 $2.400 s2,800 .

Employee Contribution
at 20Z $ 320 $ 400 $ 480 $ 560

Employer Cost $1.280, $1.600( *1.920 $2,240

Employer Cost by Age
Group

Under 45 $ 960 $1,200 $1,440 $1,680

45-49 1,280 1,600 1,920 2,240

50-54 1,480 1,850 2,220 2,590

60-64 2,240 2,800 3,360 3,820

65-69 3,280 4,100 4,920 5,740

For employers with high cast health plans, the niedical care cost for
older employees is a substantial burden. Those with employees 65-69
have already isolated and considered this cost because it was called to
their ettention by TETRA. While medical benefits may be worth
about 5 percent of pay overall, for lower paid older workers this per-
centage could be 20 to 30 percent of pay. This is particularly true if
the employer offers medical benefits to employees who work on .-educed
schedules. Some employers offer medical coverage to employees who
work 20, 25, or 30 hours per week. Older persons are one of the groups
who prefer such schedules. Department stores, banks, food service es-

, tablishments, and hospitals are examples of employers who have sig-
nificant numbers of employees with reduced work schedules.

The employer may have a eh 'ce in filling these jobs with teenagers,
housewives who need work on Lmited schedules, and older persons.
The older person could provide advantages in terns of lower turn-
over, lower absenteeism, and greater attention to the job. but could
also be a real disadvantage in terms of cost of medical benefits. But, of
course, if medical benefits are not offered, this cost is eliminated.

it is very likely that employers nill pay much more attention to
health care costs by age in the future than has been paid to it.in the
Past

Where employees pay for part of their health care, the emplormi
payment floes notand cannot under existine, lawsvary by age. The
employer Cost varies by age more than employee cost.

Historically. health care providers have charged fee for service or
if the service is provided through an HMO. a ner capita charge. A
shift is occurring at the present time, with medicare having adopted
a system of reimbursement for in-hospital services based on flat
amounts per din frlostic related groupings or DRG's. Some people be-
lieve that the PRO concept will be extended to much health care pro-
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vided to employees. tinder the DRG concept, the risk of health care
costs exceeding averages for the DRG shifts in part to the hospital.
Age is a factor in some cases in the assignment of a specific case to a
DRG. The use of I)RG's may influence the pattern of health care costs
by age, but it is too early to tell what effect it will have.

KEY POINTS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Health care costs rise with age. Data on the pattern by age is limited,
and it is not clear what factors influence that pattern.

For low-paid employees, health care is a substantial part of the total
compensation package, particularly for older workers.

Currently, law creates a significant health benefit cost for employers
hiring workers at sr 65-69. The long-term magnitude of this cost
is not known at this time.

TEFRA has made this issue much more visible.
Health care costs may influence future employer decisions about hir-

ing older workers, particularly on reduced schedules.

4.2 LIFE INSURANCE

For life insurance, we can judge the cost difference by age by looking
at the morality rates. The following is the cost as a percentage of pay
for a life insurance benefit of one times pay assuming that mortality
rates follow the 1960 basic group table. This table has somewhat higher
mortality rates than recent experience. The rates are as follows:

Cost of death
benefit

Aire
(percent)

33 0.1

38
0.2

43 0.3

48 0.8

53 1.0

58
1.5

63
2.3

Life insurance amount ; typically range up to three times pay pro-
vided by the employer. it' any employers offer a basic amount and then
require the employee to lay for the additional amount. Age bracket
employee contributions often used for the voluntary amounts.

4.3 PENSION COST. ATTRIBUTION BY AGE

For purposes of the cost of the benefit package by age, we will assume
that the pension cost attribution in a defined plan consists of compo-
nents which are age related and componimts which are not age related.
Co,,:lonents which tie iato the benefit formula and the pattern of bene-
fit sx mai will be considered as not age related, since these factors are a
function of arbitrary decisions with respect to plan design. However.
differenees in the cost which arise from the shorter time to retirement,
the shorter period of interest. earnings, and the shorter period in which
the individual may die will be assumed to be age related. This will en-
able us to develop factors by age.which can be applied to the average
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cost plan in order to develop relative costs of benefits by age. The plan
cost will be the current contribution rate as a percentage of pay. This
method is consistent with the handling of health benefit costs.

The factors shown in exhibit 4-2 are developed by getting an annuity
factor for $1 of life annuity payable starting at age 65, and then getting
the ratio of the annuity at the specific age to the annuity at age 45. The
factor measures how much more or less is needed at the specific age
than at age 45. For example, a deposit of $1.85 each for a large group
all age 45 will earn interest at 71/2 percent so it will grow to an amount
large enough to pay $1 per year starting at age 65 for all those who are
still alive. Payments continue to death. The corresponding deposit
needed.at 50 is $2.69. The factor for 50 is 125.4 percent or $2. .! divided
by $1.85. The 50-year-olds must pay 25 percent more to get the annuity
to make up for the loss of interest from age 45-50 and to make up for
the fact that the number dying from age 45 to age 65 is greater than
the number dying from age 50 to age 65. Those who die before 65 get
no benefit.

The calculations shown in exhibit 4-2 are based on an assumption of
age 65 normal retirement and actuarial reduction for retirement before
age 65. The same method could be applied for other retirement years.
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Exhibit 4-2

Pension Cost Factors
Relative Cost of FenSiosa at Various as

Measures Cost per $1 of Life Annuity Starting at Age 65 or Current Age if Later
Costs based on 7-1/22 and the 1983 Group Annuity Table (Male Values)

AAE
Annuity
Factor

Cost as 2 of
Age 47 Cost

Increase Annuity
Factor

Coat as 2 of
Age 47 Cost

Increase
by Age

20 0.2963 13.82 1.12 46 1.9878 92.82 6.72.

21 0.3107 14.92 1.12 47 2.1422 100.02 7.22

22 0.3427 16.0% 1.22 48 2.3093 107.8% 7.82

23 0.3686 17.22 1.32 49 2.4903 116.32 8.52

24 0.3964 18.52 1.42 50 2.6865 125.4% 9.12

25 0.4263 19.9% 1.52 51 2.8993 135.32 9.92

26 0.4585 21.4% 1.62 52 3.1303 146.12 10.8%

27 0.4931 23.02 1.82 53 3.3811 157.8% 11.72

2d 0.5304 24.82 1.82 54 3.6537 170.62 12.82

29 0.5704 26.62 2.02 55 3.9501 184.4% 13.82

30 0.6136 28.62 2.1% 56 4.2726 199.5% 15.12

31 0.6600 30.82 2.22 57 4.6236 20.82 16.32

32 0.7200 33.12 2.3% 58 5.0061 233.7% 17.9%

33 0.7637 35.72 2.62 59 5.4234 253.22 19.52

34 0.8216 38.42 2.72 60 5.8795 274.52 21.32

35 0.8839 41.32 2.72 61 6.3788 297.8% 23.3%

36 0.9510 44.42 3.3% 62 6.9270 323.42 25.6%

37 1.0233 47.82 3.52 63 7.5303 351.52 28.12

38 1.1011 51.42 3.6% 64 8.1967 382.6% 31.12

39 1.1849 55.3% 3.92 65 8.9353 417.12 34.5%

40 1.2752 59.5% 4.2% 66 8.7078 406.52 (10.6%)

41 1.3726 64.1% 4.62 67 8.4773 395.7% (11.61)

42 1.4775 69.02 4.92 68 8.2449 184.92 (10.82)

43 1.5908 74.32 5.3% 69 8.0109 374.02 (10.92)

44 1.7130 80.02 5.7% 10 7.7754 363.0% (11.02)

45 1.8451 06.12 6.1%

Note: Age 47 used to represent Age 45-49 age group. Increase by Age measures
the percentage change from the prior Age to the current age. For ages 65-

69, annuities are assumed to be paid immediately so the cost reduces by age

to reflect the shorter life expectancy as age increases.

.".%
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Section 5

COST OF COMPENSATION PACKAGE
In this section, we will present an approach for combining the age

related costs which are part of the compensation package and showing
costs by age for a number of different compensation packages.

5.1 APPROACH TO DEVELOPING COSTS BY AGE

In this section, the costs developed earlier in this pa will be
combined together to develop costs of compensation pa. The
basic approach will be to assume that the cost of direct pay is not me
related, but that specific benefit costs are age related. These benefit
costs will be added to direct pay to get ;ndex numbers by age.

For convenience we have ass maed that age bracket 46-49 should
have an index number of 100 percent. The benefits which are used as
having significant age related cogs are defined benefit pension plans,
medical insurance and life insurance. The factors developed in sec-
tion 4 are used to develop age related costs for the total compensation
package. Pension cost variations reflect only variations due to a dif-
ferent period of time to earn investment income and different exposure
to mortality before retirement. We have assumed that differences
related to the pattern of benefit accrual are not related to age.

The calculation basis is as follows:
We have used three pay levels: $10,000, $25,000, and $50,000.
Employees are grouped into 5 -year age groups.
For medical insurance, an average cost per employee is assumed,

and relative value as the health benefit at different ages is used
to translate this amount into an age cost. If the plan is paid for
partly by employees, the amount paid by employees is deducted
after the amount is translated into an age based cost.

Calculations are shown for employers with high and low medical
care costs overall. The differences in average cost per employee
reflect whether it is a generous or low cost plan, geography, and
the demographics of the group. They also reflect the quality of
administration. However, it is assumed that none of these factors
affect the relative cost by age. The total annual employer cost
per employee is $1,600 for the low cost plan and $2,800 for the
higher cost plan. Employee contributions listed are zero and
$600 per year for the $1,600 plan, and zero, $600, and $1,200 for
the $2.800 plan.

For life insurance, mortality costs are used. The compensation
package includes two times pay as the life insurance amount.
Lifc insurance is not a major facto:- so no variations are tested.

For pensions, the plan is not looked at, but rather the employer
is categorized by total defined benefit contribution as a percent-
age of pay, and it is assumed that this amount can be attributed
to employees as a different amount by age. Defined contribution
plan contributions do not vary by age. This method assumes that

(00)
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the overall contribution sets the cost level and that the factors are
appropriate as a way to attribute them to age. Defined benefit
plams _are tested at 2 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent of pay.
Defined contribution plans are tested at 5 percent and 10 percent
of pay.

Disability benefits have been excluded from the analysis as they
are not a major item in the compensation package.

Mme off, productivity, training, turnover and other costs except
direct pay which are either not related to age or can't be quanti-
fied are excluded from the analysis.

Overall, these results show the ra..ge of cost variation by age in
a variety of cases (exhibit 5-1).

Exhibit 5-1

Summary of Cost Factors by Age for Use in Costing Benefit Plans

Medical Cost
Factor as X of

Defined Benefit
Cost Factor as

of Average

Life Insurance
Cast as X of
Pay for One

Age Group Average Cost Cost Times Pay

Under 30 80.02 23.02 0.1%

30-34 80.0% 33.0% 0.1%

35-39 80.0% 48,0% 0.2%

40-44 80.0% 69.0% 0.3%

45-49 100.0% 100.0% 0.6%

50-54 112.5% 146.02 1.0%

55-59 125.0% 216.0% 1.5%

60-64 160.0% 323.0% 2.3%

65-69 225.0% * 2.3%

Note: Same life insurance cost is assumed for 65-69 as for 60-64

because it is assumed that the benefits will be reduced to

equal cost; regulations allow a 30% reduction.

If benefits are not reduced, assume costs at 65-69 are about

302 higher.

Defined contribution costs are the same by age.

Pension costs are determined on the basis that retirements are

at age 65 or current age is greater.

*See Sec-ion 5.3 for a discussion of pension costs at ages 65-69.
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5.2 COSTS OF VARIOUS COMPENSLTION PACKAGES
The appendix includes 25 sample compensation packages and shows

the costs by age groups of these sample compensation packages. Costs
are also shown as a percentage of age 45-49 cost. The packages include
five medical benefit plans and five retirement plans, which have been
combined with base salaries of $10,000, $25,000, and $50,000. The med
ical and pension plans are defined in terms of their cost and type. The
medical plans are as follows:

loopknym OarsAnnual cost per employee: of wet$1,600
$1,000 $600$2,800 0
$2,600 600$4800 1,200

The retirement plans are as follows:
Defined benefit plan.Contribution of 2 percent, 5 percent, and

10 percent by the emvloyer.
Defined contribution plan.Contributions of 5 percent and 10

percent by the employer.
Noncontributory life insurance of two times pay is included. Disa-

bility benefits are not included in these calculations.
Exhibit 5-'2 summarizes the dollar costs of some of the compensation

packages for ages 5044. See the appendix for development of these
figures and costs at all ages.

Exhibits 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5 summarize the relative costs of com-
pensation packages analyzed for ages 50-54, 55-59, and 60-64. This
data shows cost relative to cost at 4549.
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Exhibit 5-2
Attributed Compensation recluse Coot in Dollars

Medical Cost 418e

per Year leNtE
f Annual Salary Level

$10,000 525,000 $50,000

Pension Plan - Defined benefit - 2% of Pay Overall Contribution

$1,600 50-54 $12,292 $28,030 $54,260

$1,600 55-54 $12,732 $28.8,0 $55,660

$1.600 60-64 $13,666 $30,325 $58,090

$2.800 50-54 $13,642 $29,380 $55,610

$2,800 55-59 $13,232 $30,330 $57,160

$2,800 60-64 $15,586 532,245 $60,010

Pension Plan - Defined 11...nefit SZ of Pay Overall Contribution

$1,600 50-54 $12,730 829,125 $56,450

$1,600 55-59 513,380 $30,450 $58,900

$1.600 60-64 $14,635 $32,748 $62,935

$2,800 50-54 $14,080 $30,475 $57,800

$2,800 55-59 $14,880 $31,950 $60,400

52.800 60-64 $16,555 $34,668 $64,855

Pension Plan - Defined Senefit 102 of Pay Overall Contribution

$1,600 50-54 $13,460 $30,950 $60,100

$1,600 55-59 $14,460 $33,150 $64,300

$1,600 60-64 $16,250 536,785 $71,010

$2,800 50-54 $14,810 $32,300 $61,450

$2,800 55-59 $15,960 $34,650 $65,800

$2,800 60-64 $18,170 $38,705 $72,930

Pension Plan Defined Contribution - 52 of Pay

$1,600 50-54 $12,500 $28,550 $55,300

$1,600 55-59 $12,800 $29,000 $56,000

$1,600 60-64 513.520 $29,960 $57,360

$2,800 50-54 $13,850 529.900 $56,650

$2,800 55-59 $14,300 $30,500 $57,500

$2,800 60-64 $15,440 $31,880 $59,280

Pension Plan - Defined Contribution - 105 of Pay

$1,600 50-54 $13,000 $29,800 $57,800

$1,600 55-59 $13,300 $30,250 $58,500

$1,600 60-64 $14,020 $31,210 $59,860

$2,800 50-54 $14,350 $31,150 $59,150

$2,800 55-59 $14,800 $31,750 $60,000

$2,800 60-64 $15,940 $33,130 $61,780

Note: Medical Plan is paid for entirely by employer; medical cost is

average for all employees. A $1,600 average coat at all ages is equi-

valent to coat ranging from s1,280 to $3,600.
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Exhibit 5-3
Attributedostat50-5es4_

as Percent of Age 45-49 Cost

Medical Cost Employee Annual Salary Level
per Year Contribution $25.000 $50000

Permian Plan Defined Benefit 2% of Pay

$1,600 $ 0 103.11 102.3% 102.0%
$1,600 $ 600 103.3% 102.4% 102.0%
$2,800 $ 3 104.0% 102.7% 102.2%
$2,800 $ 600 104.2% 102.8% 102.2%
$2,800 $1.200 104.4% 102.8% 102.3%

Pension Plan - Defined Benefit - 51 of Pay

$1,600 $ 0 104.2% 103.5% 103.2%
$1,600 5 600 104.4% 103.5% 103.2%
$2,800 $ 0 104.9% 103.81 103.4%
$2,800 S 600 105.1% 103.9% 103.4%
$2,800 $1,200 105.4% 104.0% 103.5%

Pension Plan Defined Benefit - 10% of Pay

$1,600 $ 0 105.8% 105.3% 105,1%
$1,600, $ 600 106.11 105.4% 105.1%
$2,800 $ 0 '04.42 105.61 105.2%
$2,800 $ 600 .106.7% 105.7% 105.3%
$2,800 $1,200 107.01 105.8% 105.3%

Pension Plan Defined Contribution - 5% of Pay

$!,600 $ 0 102.3% 101.4% 101.1%
$1,600 $ 600 102.4% 101.5% 101.'t
$2,800 p $ 0 103.2% 101.9% 101.3%
$2,800 $ 600 103.41 101.9% 101.42
$2,800' -'410 103.5% 102.0% 101.4%

Pension Plan - Defined Contribution - 10% of Pay

$1.600 $ 0 102.2% 101.4% 101.0%
$1,600 $ 600 102.3% 101.4% 101.1%
$2,800 $ 0 103.1% 101.81 101.12
$2,800 $ 600 103.2% 101.81 101.3%
$2,800 $1,200 103.4% 101.9% 101.32

-11, pp pe,
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Exhibit 5-4
Attributed Compensation Package Cost at age* 55-59

sa Percent of Nie 45-49 Cost

Medical Cost Employee Annual Salary Level

per Year Contribution $10,000 525.000 $50,000

Pension Plan - Defined Benefit - 2% of Pay

81,600 5 0 106.8% 105.2% 104.6%

$1,600 $ 600 107.2% 105.3% 104.7%

$2,800 $ 0 108.52 106.0% 105.1%

$2,800 $ 600 108.92 106.21 105.1%

$2,800 $1,200 109.3% 106.3% 105.2%

Pension Plan - Defined benefit - 52 of Pay

$1,600 $ 0 109.5% 108.2% 107.7%

$1,600 $ 600 110.01 108.3% 107.8%

$1,800 5 0 110.92 108.92 108.1%

. $2,800 $ 600 111.4% 109.0% 108.1%

$2,800 $1,200 111.9% 109.2% 108.2%

Pension Plan - Defined Benefit - 10% of Pay

$1,bUu $ 0 113.7% 112.8% 112.4%

$1,600 $ 600 114.4/ 113.02 112.5%

$2,800 $ 0 114.72 113.2% 112.7%

$2,800 $ 60) 115.3% 113.5% 112.8%

52,800 $1,200 116.0% 113.8% 112.9%

Pension Plan - Defined Contribution - 5% of Pay

$1,600 $ 0 104.7% 103.0% 102.4%

$1,600 $ 600 105.04 103.1% 102.4%

$2,800 $ 0 106.5% 103.9% 102.9%

$2,800 S 600 106.92 104.0% 102.9%

$2,800 $1,200 107.22 104.1% 102.92

Pensior Plan - Defined Contribution - 10% of Pay

$1,600 $ 0 104.6% 102.9% 101.0%

$1.600 $ 600 104.82 103.01 102.3%

$2,80 $ 0 106.3% 103.8% 102.72

$2,800 $ 600 106.6% 103.82 102.8%

$2,800 $1,200 106.92 103.92 102.8%

37-116 0 - $4 -- 5
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gmbibit 5-5
Attributed Compenestiom P Cant st_Alog; 60-64

as Perceat of 414141;-49 Cost

Medical Coot Employee Annual Salary Level
per Year Contribution $10000 525.000 $50.000

tension Plan - Defined benefit - 22 of Pay

$1,600 5 0 114.62 110.72 109.21
$1.600 $ 600 115.42 110.92 109.32
$2,800 $ 0 118.82 112.72 110.32
$2,800 5 600 119.72 113.02 110.4%
$2.800 51,200 120.7% 113.3 110.51

Pension Plan - Defined benefit 52 of Pay

$1,600 $ 0' 119.12 116.32 115.1%
$1,600 $ 600 120.82 116.72 115.22
$2,800 $ 0 123.42 118.12 116.01
$2,800 $ 600 124.52 118.52 116.22
$2,800 $1,200 125.72 118.92 116.42

Pension Flan - Defined Benefit 102 of Pay

$1,600 $ 0 127.82 125.1% 124.1%
$1.600 $ 600 129.12 125.62 124.4%
$2,800 $ 0 130.52 126.5% 124.92
$2,800 $ 600 131.9% 127.02 125.12
$2,800 51.200 133.42 127.62 125.42

Pension Plan - Defined Contribution - 5% of Pay

$1,600 $ 0 110.62 106.4% 104.91
$1,600 5 600 111.22 106.62 104.9%
$2,800 $ 0 115.1% 108.6% 106.0%
52,800 $ 600 115.02 108.02 106.12
$2,800 $1,200 116.5% 109.02 106.2%

Pension Plan - Defined Contribution - 102 of Pay

$1,600 $ 0 110.22 106.22 104.72
$1,600 $ 600 110.7% 106.32 104.7%
$2,800 0 0 114.52 108.3% 105.8%
$2,800 $ 600 115.22 108.42 105.82
$2.800 $1,100 115.9% 108.62 109.12
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Some of the key points shown by these exhibits are as follows:
The value' of the compensation package is greater at the older

ages, and this is particularly pronounced at ages 60-64. The value
at 65-69 depends on how benefits are handled. This is discussed
in section 5.3.

At ages 50-51, the compensation package is worth between 101
percent and 107 percent of the value at ages 45-49. This range
increases from 101 percent to 116 percent at ages 55-59 and from
105 percent to 134 percent at ages.60-64.

There is much more variation in a package including a defined
benefit plan, than in one including only defined contribution
plans.

For lower paid people, the most significant item will be the medi-
cal plan. particularly if it is a relatively generous plan.

--For higher paid people, the defined benefit plan will often become
the most important element.

The greatest variation is found in costs of defined benefit pension
plans. It should be noted that the higher the rate of investment
return expected, the greater will be the variation, since interest,
earnings are available over different time periods'.

5.3 BENEFIT COSTS FOR TILE OVER AGE 65 WORKER

The cost approach develord includes costs for workers who are over
age 6. These are included m the appendix. They are not included in
the summary tables. There are some special considerations which
should be understood in order to interpret the over age 65 data. The
medical care costs are estimated. No reliable data exists yet since
TEFRA amendments required employer coverage to be primary only
rslativelv recently. Using the method suggested by the authors, the
per eployee medical care cost at ages over 65 varies from $3,6(X) to
$6300. This includes the cost for dependents. Per capita medical costs
over age 65 are over $4,000 per person in 1984, so that these amounts
may be reasonable even though they seem to lie extremely high.

Pension costs at older ages vary greatly depending on the plan de-
sign. For employers whc, freeze benefits at age 65, there is actually a
negative cost for employees who continue working at 65-69 since they
are foregoing benefits and not earning additional benefits. For em-
ployers who emit inne accruals, the value of the continued accrual may
or may mit he greater than the value of the benefit lost. In many cases,
it will not be greater, so a pension cost savings results from retirement
after 65. The high extreme of costs will apply in the ease where the
Plan cow in nes accruals and offers actuarial increases. This combination
is found rarely. Two sets of costs are shown in appendix. On one basis,
the cost is taken at zero for 65 69 and in the other it is calculated eon-
si4ently with the younger ages. The zero cost assumes no further
benefit accrual. lint actuarial increases so that there is no loss of the
value of the pension benefit. The high cost assumes continued accruals
and actuarial increases.

Life insurance is handled on the basis of cost equalization in accord-
ance with the AIWA Interpretations. This method is commonly used
and this seems to be the approach most consistent with employer
practice.
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Section 6

THE OLDER WORKER IN THE WORK FORCE
ISSUES AFFECTING THE BOTTOM LINE

This section of the paper provides an overview of factors which
affect the performance of older employees. While performance level
is sometimes difficult to relate directly to costs of specific workers, there
is no disagreement the overall costs of low performance.

Earlier, we porn out specific jvbs require particular capa-
bilities including physical and mental ability-, education, snd experi-
ence. We also mentioned that there is no evidence

is

indicating that in-
creasing age causes changes in productivity and that a critical issue re-
garding, performance level s matching the individual to the job.

This section examines functional changes with age, work perform-
ance, productivity, training, and health as critical factors related to
the costs of mature employees,

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In addition to direct and indirect compensation costs which may be
attributable to age, employers have become concerned with the
ing functional capacities, productivity, training potential, and heal
of older workers. While it is difficult at present to develop valid cost
estimates for these variables, they nevertheless are extremely impor-
tant influences on the overall costs of human resources because they
affect the magnitude of productive capacity.

Beliefs that older employees are more costly in terms of compensa-
tion, employee benefits, and that they have lower productivity, have led
to the view that greater incentives should be provided for early retire-
ment. Of course these incentives can themselves be costly for employers.
So far as productive capacities are concerned, there is substantial evi-
dence indicating that older workers' productivity is hardly affected
by functional changes and health limitations. Rather, many difficulties
in performance attributed to age may in fact be related to deteriora-
tion of human capital over time, resulting in mismatches between jobs
and workers. Therefore, costs associated with functional health or
productivity changes may be attributable to age to only a limited de-
gree if at all. Instead, it may be more appropriate to consider such
costs as the opportunity costs of not offering training, education, ex-
perience with new equipment or new systems of work organization,
and so forth. The changing arnicture of industries and occupations, in-
tensified by technological development, will continue to require train -
inn and continuous updating of skills for greater proportion of the
labor force. Training is expensive. but not training may be even more
expensive. Older workers whose opportunities for training and educa-
tion have traditionally been quite limited may be increasingly mis-
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motivation decline with aging, or if so, not until very late in life. It is
clear that vocabulary, general information, ideation, flexibility and
associative skills do not decline with aging through age 65 or U. Stud-
ies of I.Q. indicate that there is virtually no signifiomt decline until
very late in life and that for the majority of job tasks, any changes of
intellectual level have no effect on performance. Thereis also little evi- ,

dence to support the, view that short-term or long-term memory declines
precipitantly with age. Once information is acquired and organized it
remains quite stable in the memory of older employees. With regard to
learning ability, research has demonstrated that the ability to learn and
apply new information continues almost indefinitely and that while
older persons sometimes require more time to learndue to their
tendency to be more cautioussubsequent performance is not affected.
Since intelleettutl ability does not decline with age, learning can con-
tinue well into old.age. It may be desirable, however, to permit flexi-
bility in time requirements for learning for older employees.

Filially, it is well known that motivation is a key factor affecting
performance. Older employees tend to be more satisfied with work
that is inherently interesting, requires significant attention to detail
and involves responsibility. Since older employees are more stable
and consistent in their work, they often are highly motivated. But
it has been demonstrated that age stereotypes and organizational per-
sonnel practices have serious consequences on the motivation of older
employees. This problem may be caused by inappropriate responses
by managers to older employees whose need for continuous growth
in job responsibility has diminished but whose need for recognition
for performance and continued job learning remains high. Managers
have been found to more often transfer older employees, not refer
thew, for training opportunities, and promote them less often, despite
thr, fact that their qualifications equaled time of younger workers.
Often older employees recognize such age stereotyped praetices and
therefore become less motivated in response to them. It therefore ap-
pears that in most cases., loss of motivation is being erroneously at-
tributed to age when in fact it is related to organizational barriers to
continued growth and development which differentially affect older
employees. For many older workers, opportunities for continued job
growth. trainine, and variety of assignments are more important than
monetary benefits in terms of maintaining motivation. ,

Functional changes in physical, intellectual, and psychological
capacities of older workers are generally not dramatic and there is
11401 variation in such changes within age groups. Older employees
clearly have the necessary capabilities to participate successfully in
job training pro4rrams. In some cases, particular approaches to train-
ing older workers have emphasized : self-paced learning. controls over
amounts of information being proeessed and required speed of re-
sponse. end rapid feedback of results. These have proven successful
in imnrovine learning speed and retention of information. Once
trained, over time older employees can survive in new jobs resulting
from trnin;nfr loncrer than younger workers. This remains the ease
despite the fact that older employees have a shorter working life
head in the organization.
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Certainly a basic concern of employers is that. their workers retain
the physical, intellect me., and psychological capacities to assure con-
tinuing high performanceWhen capacities dechne, l'Illpiyers usually
assume that performance and productivity are negatively affected
anti that costs of production increase. 1Vhf le certain changes in major
fund b. 'lid charnel erist ics do occur over time, these are not significant,
occur .ey gradually and vary considerably within age gous.. It is
therefore inappropriate to assume that there are major stills m ca-
pacities with aging that negatiyely affect productivity and thus raise,
costs. Individual differences 'are so substantial that age is an ineffec-
tive indicator of changes in capacities. Therefore, a superior approach
is to examine both individual and job characteristics so that these can
Lie better related to achieve higher productivity.

6.3 PERFORMANCE .AND PRODUCTIVITY

Irrespecti.., of certain age-related changes in functional charac-
teristics, age is not correlated with any level of change in

v There is no pattern of higher or lower productivity in any par
ticular age group. Within age group variability in performance is
higher than (tittereaCeS bet ween age groups. Most jobs do not fully
require the phy,ical or intellectual abilities of workers and older em-
ployees cal. often compensate for most of the minimal changes which
take place. A large ; y of studies have comparatively examined
the per formanc% of . ,loyees in numerous occupations. lrl
Malltifaet Ilrilig Ws, taltpat remains stable through the mid-
W.-0's and Ileebat'S slightly (less than I() percent ) thereafter. Service
continuity was highest for older employees. For more service oriented
occupat ions ( t riaispoet at loll) the evidence indicates t hat
then. 1s little or a decline in performance until ages ) 6i and when
declines occur they are nlininlal. Oder Orkerti in the :4e (Wenpations
base steadier rates of output, an equal degree of accuracy nod greater
con-istency in output than younger workers.

Studies of ientis.- ;.ul engineers have found bimodal distribu-
s.ions of duotivh v h the first peak at age -10-50 and the second
at :0' (W. jri a rl was 81'0 observed for seholars and arliSiS. A
very large proportiln of creative ideas, patents, research papers, etc.,
are produced by older employees. Research on managers, however, re-
% eai,s older managers are more reluctant to take risks and take longer
to rearli decisions than yoanger managers. But, these more mature
managers are 'better able to evaluate new information, analyze it in
the context of the organization and make reliable and consistent deci-
sions. Thos there is no evidence, to indicate that risk-aversion leads to
lowered productivity for older managers (exhibit 6--1).
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Exhibit 6-1

Comparative Job Performance by Age. Selected

Occupations and Industries

(Indexes of output per man-hour; age group 35-44 * 100)

Under 65
2S 25-34 35-44 45-54 S5-64 Years

Occupation or Industry Years Yeera Years Years Years 6 Over

incentive Workers (a)

Men's Footwear

Men 93.84 100.3 100.0 97.7 92.5 81.1

women 91.4. 102.8 100.0 98.8 94.1 88.0

Household Furniture

Men 98.5 101.5 100.0 96.1 94.5 93.6

Women 101.4 107.4 100.0 98.7 85.6

Ottice workers 92.4 99.4 100.0 100.0 98.8 101.2

Federal Mail sorters 101.2 100.7 100.0 100.1 98.5 93.3

(a) Based on a study of 15 large establishments in the men's footwear industry

and II large establishments in the household furniture industry. The great

majority of the workers surveyed were piece-rate workers.

(b) Oepartment of Labor, bureau of Labor Statistics, Comparative Job per-

formance by Age: Large Plants in the Ken's Footwear and Mougehold Furniture

industries, 'lull. 1223 (Washington, DC 1957): "Comparative Job Performance of

Office 'orkers by Age,- Monthly Labor Review, January 1960, pp.39-43; The Job

Performance of Fedeeal Mail Sorters by Age," Monthly Labor Review, March 1964,

pp. 296-390.

Supervisors' ratings of the performance of older workers indicate
that. most are rated as equal or superior to younger employees in terms
of absenteeism, dependability, judgment, quality and amount of work
:trail interpersonal skill; there 'is no particular age when productivity
declines and it is virtually impossible to identify specific weaknesses
related to age. In examining actual experience with older workers
within orgarizafions, it is clear that while for specific occupations
older employees' performance ratings may be equal, below, or exceed
those of younger employees, ovum!' output rarely differs significantly.
Frequently performarce iiipproves with better skills and firm-specific
knowledgalagained by experience. Organizations that have used per-
formance ratings in reduetion-in-force decisions have often found that
the average s r of their work force has increased. The use of age based
criteria for evaluating performance is therefore inappropriate unless
a direct relationship between aging and change in performance can
be demonstrated.
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Even though for many or most occupational tasks, skill and experi-
ence determine productivity, there are some circumstances where the
type of job and its requirements can affect the performance level of
older employees. Usually this is the case for jobs where speed is an im-
portant factor or whore continuous physical strength is required. In
these situations there IIINY be a relationship between performance, pro-
ductivity and age. However, the extent of this effect depends upon the
functional physiological capacities of individuals, not on their chron-
ological age. It has been found that modest alterations in production
work arrangements and making continuous performance requirements
less rigid usually permit older employees to maintain prior rates of
production. Therefore, even for jobs which may place stress on certain
declining physical and/or physiological capacities of older employees,
adjustments can often be made which will compensate for the effect
of job-related stress and permit continuation of productivity.

Because chronological age is not related to maintenance of erform-
ance, older employees are not more costly to firms beenuse of declining
productivity. This is not to suggest, however, that certain older (as
.veil as younger) individuals do not experience declining performance.
This can and does occur and is very costly to organizations. Since with-
in age groups, variations in capacities and skills related to job require-
ments. Thi,, means that functional individual and job task criteria
should be applied t 0 match the person with the job. Age is not a useful
criterion for functional analysis. What is needed is information about
the level of skiff, knowledge, and experience required for particular
jobs information usually available in organizations--and informa-
t ion on en iployee ea pa bilit it's which is very often available for the exist-
ing work force and can also be obtained for entering employees.

Maintaining matches between workers and jobs requires relatively
vont imams training and employee development efforts by omaniza-
t ions. Failure to do so will clearly be costly in terms of productivity
decline,; which will occur irrespective of the ages of workers. Subsi-
dized early retirement can be very costly to organizations in terms of
employe,. benefits and loss of firm specific. knowledge and experience.
From the ,tandpoint of performance and productivity. using. age as a
criterion for emoloyee retention tIolicv decisions. is usually inffeetive
if maintaining the organization's capacity is an important objective.
High turnover of trained younger employees is often um voUltible,
Ther4.14 re. even when efforts are made to match younger workers skills
with i4,1,-;. thrimgh providing training. costs may not be recovered due
to t uria ;Ver. Till,- situation nerd not occur with older einjdoyee,-. par-
t ienla ;qv those lreadv within the organization because they are un
likely to lea ye i fter many years of service. Provision of training, iob
redesign rind job environment modification cast be highly cost 4,trect ive
for ii,iiiff the ktiovti Manna en pit al of older employees.

It is ditli..ult at present to develop cost estimates for losses of pro-
ductivity due to mismatches between employees and job,. But. the age
of emplores is it tele vant to these costs and they depend upon the
degree to which functional capacities are matched to job requirements.

T
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6.4 HEALTH AND THE AGING WORK FORCE

The health of all employees is a major concern of organizations be-
cause of the costs for medical, disability and insurance benefits, the
:trees of health on productivity and the consequences of health for
individuals and work groups. Standard measures of health include:
mortality rates. incidence of illnessboth acute and chronicincidence
and prevalence of disability and resulting physical and functional im-
pairments affecting work performance. Rising costs for health care are
a major national concern involving public programs medicare, medic-
aid, aid to the medically needyprivate insurers, and firms which self-
insure. To the extent that health costs are perceived as increasing with
the age of employees, such costs serve as a disincentive to retaining or
hiring older workers. On the other hand, to the extent that the health
of older persons is improving because of improved management and
control of acute and chronic conditions, and reduction in stress related
dangerous occupations, their productive capacity in the organization
can increase.

Earlier it was shown that statistical data demonstrates that health
care costs increase with age of employees. The extent to which this cost
influences employer decisions to retain or hire older workers is not
documented. The influence probably depends on the expected incidence
and prevalence of health problems in employer work forces. Therefore,
even though the overall health of older workers and the length of time
they can remain productive may be increasing, multiple other factors
influence the employer cost of health benefits for older workers. Though
there is considerable variability in individual employer claims experi-
ence. employers may be precludA from varying health plan contribu-
tions iry age in order to reduce the effect on employers of increasing
health costs with aging of their work forces. It is clear that higher
contributions are prohibited at ages 65-49. but it is not clear if age
laced cont Hatt ions are acceptable at younger ages.

In terms of life expectancy, the overall health of older persons eon-
s Mlles to improve. On average. reaching age (15 now can expect to live
for an additional Ire years with women exceedinrr men by 4 to years.
Projections indicate a eont meat ion of increased lir, expectancy in the
future. However. life expe-taney is only one measure of health status
and may be the least important from the standpoint of the work en-
vironment.

It is clear that acute coMlitieens increase in freemencv between ages
Ce:.? and that Anil,. conditions predominate thereafter. However,

dle to variability among the older population, age is a poor predictor
of health status. For those persons lea ving acute episode's. the incidence
of disability has increased significantly in recent years. however, many
persons reporting disability continue to work and therefore the exist-
NW(' of physical impairments (which increases with age) is not a good
measure of employment retention (exhibit 62).
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Makibit 6-2

Percent of POPelatios Aged 45 and Over Who Reported

Selected Chromic Comditiamee by ige. 1979

Total 45 Years

Arthritis
Hypertensive

Disease

Heart
Conditions* Diabetes

and Over 321 27% 182 7%

45-64 Years 252 212 132 62
45-54 Years 202 172 92 51

55-64 Years 311 262 17% 62

65 Years 4 Over 442 392 272 8%

05-74 Years 422 371 262 82
75 Years 4 Over 492 412 302 82

Note: The data reported in the above section reflect Illness incidence and
prevalence patterns. They do not indicate the seriousness of the
reported conditions is terms of their disability impact, their medical
requirements. or their associated mortality risks. Information of that
nature is not traditionally included in such reports. This fact should

be borne in mind when evaluating standard health data such as those
presented above.

Percentage of persons with heart conditions may be overestimated because the
estimate does not represent an unduplicated count of persons with conditions.

Source: Health Interview Survey. National Center for Health Statistics.

While acute episodes of illness are costly, their ultimate consequences
depend upon the degree of chronic functional impairment that results
from illness. It turns out that : (a) the majority of people aged 45-74
report no limitations in activity due to chronic functional impair-
ments; (b) less than 15 percent of those over age 45 report that they
are unable to perform major activities because of a chronic impair-
ment; and (e) most persons aged 45+ report partial rather than full
work disabilities. Evidence is accumulating that older persons with
mild or moderate impairments can often return to work with only mod-
est amounts of rehabilitation assistance so long as employers Provide
the opportunity to continue employment. In terms of time lost from
employment due to illness, there are only very small differences for all
en iployees over age 45 in average days in bed per person-year, absences
from work due to illness, average number of physician visits per year,
and incidence of hospitalization. However, these rates are higher than
those for younger employees. While the prevalence and incidence of
acute (for the middle-aged) and chronic (for those 60 and older)
health problems increases with age, the functional consequences in the
workplace of these health problems varies considerably and age is a
poor predictor of employment-related effects. It is not clear how efforts
to assure continued employment after an illyess with accompanying
disability will change health costs of employers. But there is no ques-
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lion that major savings in long-term disability and workers' compensa-
tion costs occur when employees return to work.

With regard to workplace injuries, a major national review of the
workers' compensation records has disclosed that older workers have
lower rates of occupational injuries than younger and this is primarily
attributable to job experience effects. When older workers are injured,
however, there is a greater likelihood of more severe consequences in
terms of fatality and permanent disability. While total costs for older
injured workers are lower than for younger employees (due to fewer
cases) average indemnity compensation and medical payments increase
with age (see exhibits 6-3 and 6-4).

While most older employees retain good health and experience no
work limiting impairments, the incidence lei prevalence of health
problems does increase with age. This results in increased health care
costs which must be partly covered by employers. The functional con-
sequences of episodes of illness experienced by older employees are
highly variable and it is difficult to evaluate the degree of cost savings

Exhibit 6-3

Work-injury ratios by agel

Age

Percent
Employment
Distribution'

Percent
Injury

Distribution

Work
Injury
Ratio,

lb 17 3.2 1.9 .504

18 - 19 5.3 6.8 1.20

20 24 15.2 21.0 1.38

16 - 24 23.7 29.7 1.25

25 - 34 26.4 30.3 1.15

35 - 44 18.7 16.7 .89

45 54 17.6 13.6 .77

55 b4 11.4 8.8 .77

b54. 2.2 0.9 .414

1 Based on current cases in 26 States. Includes illnesses.

2 Industry employment CPS data 1977.
3 The ratio computation is column 2 divided by column I.
4 Because of the relatively small magnitudes associated wish one

or both components in these ratios therelative errors for these

Age groups would,be larger than those for the other age groups.

Source: N. Root, "Injuries at Work are Fewer Among Older Employees,
Monthly Labor Review, March 1981.
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Exhibit t-4

Ratio of Disability Ontcomesibi Age

Ate Gros,
16-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

All closed cases 1.19 1.05 .94 .90 .86 .50

Fatalities .77 .90 1.06 .06 1.45 2.95

Permanent /

disabilities .81 .90 1.09 1.15 1.24 .81

Temporary
disabilities 1.27 1.03 .89 .86 .85 .45

Otber 1.17 1.14 .96 .65 .75 .36

Source: N. Root, "Injuries at Work Are Power Among Older Employees,"
Monthly Labor Review, Nora 1981.

when older workers continue employment after illness. Health status
itself cannot be predicted by age of employees nor is it directly related
to minor functional decrements accompanying normal aging. The fact
that acute and chronic conditions increase *ith age is not sufficient to
require changes in corporate personnel policies relating to retention
of older workers because most do not experience excessive health prob-
lems. The most important issue involves controlling increasing health
care costs for that portion of the older work force which experiences
major acute , - chronic health problems.

KW Poling AND POLIO!' Issues

Changes in physical, mental, and psychological capabilities associ-
ated with aging occur very gradually, vary considerably between indi-
viduals and generally do not affect performance.

Older workers maintain the capacity to learn and successfully apply
new informstion.

Chronological, age is not related to any level of prriductivity.
In most occupations productivity levels remain stable or increase

with aging.
When employees experience declining productivity, the declines are

usually caused by factors other than age.
Health care costs tend to increase for older workers but most do not

experience sickness episodes which lower work performance.
The critical factor in maintaining productivity of older workers is

assuring that their skills and capacities match the requirements of
the job.
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SECTION 7
Section 7 summarizes policy implications in two parts. Section 7.1

discusses policy issues in several areas and section 7.2 discusses areas
where further research would be helpful.

7.1 POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Benefit costs do increase with age. Depending on the benefit plan,
the cost of employees at ages 50-54 is likely to be 1 to 7 percent higher
than at the 45-49 group. At ages 55-59, this increases to 1 to 16 per-
cent. At ages 60-64, this increases to 5 to 35 percent. At ages 65439,
the medical cost increases sharply. Pension costs also increase if the
plan offers actuarial increases and continued accruals. However, if pen-
sion benefits are frozen, there is actually a reduction in cost in ihe pen-
sion plan. If accruals are continued, but actuarial increases are not
granted, there are offsetting costs for the accruals and shorter period
of expected benefit payments. In many cases these offset so that there
is no cost or a reduction in cost. If unreduced retirement benefits are
offer?d at ages 60 or 62, then pension costs may start to decline after
the first age at which unreduced benefits are available. This will depend
on plan design, and has not been reflected in the calculations in this
p
Existing legal requirements have served to ensure that older workers

would have access to benefits on generally the same basis as all workers.
They have also served to bring attention to the issues and to the costs
of benefits for older workers. TEFRA amendments changed the over-
all picture with respect to employees who are age 65 to 69. It is the
opinion of the authors that benefits have not been a major factor in em-
ployment policy decisions made by employers in the past, but they
could become an increasingly important factor in the future.

Flexible benefits make it possible for employers to spend benefit dol-
lars so as to do the best job for the greatest number of employees. The
authors believe that the needs of employees vary, and that encouraging
employers to offer p ms which allow employees to tailor their own
benefits is desirabler.oflasuch pr ram can be bayed on equal cost at
different ages, they will be a positive factor in the hiring and retention
of older workers.

If policy is to encourage (or not discourage) the employment of
older persons, it is important that the requirements placed on employ-
ers not be too onerous. Therefore, the authors suggest that the require-
tnents placed on employers should be kept to a minimum, and that the
principle of cost equalization be maintained and possibly extended.
This is because it is counterproductive for employers to have coin-
pensation policies which are significantly more costly for older
workers.

(es)
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Health care costs for older persona whether they are employed or
not employed are high. Current per capita health care meta oat the over-
65 "population are believed to ire in cacaos of $4,0u0 per year. For a
louple, this is in excess of $8,000 per year. The Congress is addressing
this matter when it deals with medicare policy. It is important that
this be dealt with as an issue related to the health care delivery sys-
tem, and not through imposikig too many requirements on employ-
ers. As demonstrated earlier, employers are facing significant apt
escalation for health benefits which in many cases is beyond their
control to a signi,fieant extent.

Existing requirements for older employees may be aggravating em-
ployer cost problems. Further requirements might easily result in
decisions to reduce the number of older workers because of problems of
obtaining coverage and costs of coverage.

Maintenance of productivity is determined by the extent to which
the skills of employees are matched to the requirements of the job.
For older workers the Issue is often critical because they are more at
risk in terms of skill and education obsolescence. It is well recognized
that the pace of technological change is making continuous education
and training much more important for maintaining the value of
human capital and enhancing the efficiency of productivity. For the
older employee, the access to training and eaucation may become a crit-
ical factor in maintaining the advantage of continuing in employ-
ment. Employers cannot be expected to continue to retain workers of
any age who are unfamiliar with methods of production, equipment, or
work processes.

Whik there are many reasons why employers have not tended to
offer education and training to older employees in the past, it is
unlikely that this approach can be successfully continued in the future.
Work force aging and the decline in younger labor force entrance will
be key influences 1, this regard. Thus, for practical reasons employers
will be distributing training and education resources more broadly in
the future, However, this does not imply that a complete change in
existing patterns is in the offing.

For older employees to more fully benefit from education and train-
ing, some additional encouragement for employers through appro-
priate public policies could be extremely significant. Certainly serious
attention should be given to such proposals as the individual training
account, enhancement of tax incentives for employee training and
development activities and experiments with lifelong learning pro-
grams in education. It should be recognized, however, that these steps
alone will not automatically result, in employers shifting training
resources toward older employees. But they could serve as incentives
for extending training to aging workers on a more frequent and con-
sistent basis.

The critical issue which will relate to satisfactory employment for
older persons is the maintenance of useful skills throuehout the work-
ing lifetime. Tt is essential that more attention be paid to the issue of
training:, both within and outside the workplace so that Americans
have the opportunity to maintain their skills. Lofe; of skills and inade-
quate access to opportunities to earn new skills will nrobahlv he the
major problem facing older workers in the future. Public policy initia-
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tives are needed to encourage private sector initiatives in this regard
and to use public educational institutions for this purpose.

Excess cost can result for an employer whenever there is an employee
poorly matched to a job, or an employee who is not performing. These
issues are not related to age, but are easily confused with issues which
sic. 7t is the opinion of the authors that the maintenance of sound
systems of performance appraisal and personnel management are key
to successfully working with older workers. The same systems prevent
discrimination against women and minorities. Sound personnel policies
are important also for fair treatment of all workers. Public policy
should encourage such systems. There are already in place a variety of
different laws regarding nondiscrimination in employment. It is the
iml'ression of the authors that enforcement of such laws is mixed in
its effectiveness. The authors support. consolidation of such require-
ments into one set of standards, with paperwork and filing require-
ments to be kept to a minimum, and with an adequate level of enforce-
ment so that employers will believe that the laws will actually be
en forced.

Some older workers will be displaced and need new jobs. In light
of the relatively high benefit costs, and the concerns which employers
have, it would be desirable to provide some incentives to employers to
encourage the use of such workers. Public support for trammg for
such displaced workers is also encouraged.

INCENTIVES AND DISINCENTIVES IN COSTS Or EMPLOYEE Bernonv

Although the attribution of employee benefit costs by age indicates
that certain components of benefit costs increase, it is very questionable
whether employers currently are making employee retention and hir-
ing decisions based on these types of cost implications. Cheering orga-
nizational, skill and technical needs and competition are more im-
portant reasons for employer personnel decisions including incentives
for earlier retirement. However, this review of the costs of older work-
ers demonstrates that certain components of cost, notably health bene-
fits, may become major influences on employer retention and hiring
decisions in the future. Unless steps are taken to moderate the impact
of these costs, older employees might be in an even more disadvanta-
geous position in the future through no fault of their own. In fact, cost
increases might be significant enough to have the elect of reversing
the desirable goal of using functional rather than chronological meas-
ures to assess the value of older employees, making employer policy

Thdecisions even more age related than in the past. The authors there-
fore believe that issues related to costs of older employees may be
highly significant in terms of their future employment potential. More
research would be appropriate to better define and conceptualize these
issues for public policymakers.

7.2 RESEARCH NEEDED

Our analysis of costs of older employees has raised a number of ques-
tions which cannot be answered cleflhitively based on available data..
We believe that further research would be helpful to policymakers in
dealing with these issues. The further research suggested is in those
areas where there are likely to be significant policy considerations.
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We believe that KIM costs Of emplo t are legitimately attribut-
able to age and are in fact age related. include the costs of health
benefits, life insurance, disability insurance, and certain portions of
defined benefit pension plan costs. Other costs should not be viewed as
being age related even though observed experience may differ 1:y age.

,These include turnover, costs of training and education, direct pay,
' and other lumen resources costs.

Areas where further research may assist Policymakers in under-
standing. the workplace and in setting employment related policy in-
clude :

Analysis of the factors which affect pay, access to jobs, access to
training opportvnities and promotion.'

Further information about health care costs by age and benefit
plan design, and methods of controlling such costs.

--Study of the cost and implications of failure to maintain a match
between skills and job assignment. The implications of failure to
do lifelong training.

Productivity implications of providing or not providing regular
training and maintenance of human capital.

Use of flexible benefits to aid in providing benefit packages well

suited to the needs of all workers at a reasonable cost.
The implications of various approaches to health care and retire-

ment benefits for workers over age 65, including innovative and

. new approaches.
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APPENDIX

ATTRIOUTE0 COST OF SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN 8V ASE
Exhibtt A - I

Medical:
Per Employee total Cost Per Veer $1,000

Employee Comtribotioes per year $0

Pensions 'filmed Demeht
Percentage of Salary 2.01

Life Insurance - 2 tuns Pay - Noncontributory

Ape
Group

Medscol Cost
Paid by
'Weyer

Pension Coot Life Insurance
Paid by Cost Paid by

Employer Employer

Salary level - $10,000

Salary plus Cost

8tatr..0 Relative to

lieu/fits Ape 45-49

Wider 30 $1,200 $46 $20 $11,346 95.2%

30-34 $1,280 $66 $20 $11,366 95.41

35-39 $1,200 $96 $40 $11,416 95.41

40-44 $1,200 $138 $60 $11,478 96.3%

45-49 $1,600 $200 $120 $11,920 100.0%

50-54 $1,000 $292 $200 $12,292 103.1%

55-59 $2,000 $432 $300 $12,732 106.02

60-64 $7,560 $646 $460 $13,666 114.61

65-69e $3,600 $0 $460 $14,060 110.01

65 -69.' $3,600 $792 $460 $14,852 124.6%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 $1,280 $115 $50 $26,445 96.51

30-34 41,280 $165 $50 $26,495 96.71

35-39 $1,280 $240 $100 $26,620 97.2%

40-44 11,700 $345 $150 $26,775 17,71

45-49 $1,600 $500 $300 027,400 100.0%

50 -54 $1,800 $730 9500 $20,030 102.3%

55-59 $2,000 $1,000 $750 $28,830 105.1%

60-64 92,560 $1,625 $3,15( $30.325 110,71

65-69 $3,600 $0 $1,150 $29,750 108.6%

65-69.* 93,600 $1,980 01,150 $31,730 115.8%

Salary km) - $50,000

Under 30 $1,200 0230 $100 $51,610 97,0%

30-34 $1,240 $330 $100 $51,710 97.2%

35-39 $1,210 $440 $200 $51,960 97,7%

40-44 11,290 $690 $300 $52,270 90.3%

45-49 $1,600 $1,000 $600 $53,200 100.0%

50 -54 $1,800 41,00 $1,000 $54,260 102.0%

55-59 $2,000 $2,160 $1,500 $55,460 104,6%

60-64 $2,560 $3,230 $2,300 $511,090 % 109.2%

05-64 $3,600 $0 $2,300 $55,900 105.1%

65-69i $3,600 $3,960 $2,300 $59,860 112.5%

Actuarial equivalent iliCrtallf but no continued pension accrual after age 65

*Continued pension accrual lifter age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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AT' 'WED COST Of SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN BY ABE
Exhibit A - 2

Medicali
Per fefloTme Total Cost Per Tear $1,600

Esoloyoo Centribetions per Year $600

Pensioni Defined Benefit
Percenfape of Salary 2.0%

Life Insurance - 2 ties. Pay - Noncontributory

Medical Cost Pension Cost Life Insurance Salary plus Cost

Aue Paid by Paid,by Cost Paid by Stated Relative to

group Employer goaloyor Eeployer Benefits Age 45-49

Salary Level - 610,000

Wier 30 6680 646 $20 610,746 94.9%

30-34 $680 $66 620 610,766 95.1%

35-39 6680 696 640 $10,616 95.5%

40-44 6680 5138 660 610,878 96.1%

45-49 11,000 $200 6120 611,320 100.0%

50-54 $1,200 $292 6200 $11,692 103.3%

55-59 $1,400 $432 $300 612,132 107.2%

60-64 61,960 6646 6460 013,066 115.4%

65-691 $3,000 $0 0460 613,460 118.9%

65-69e. $3,000 $712 $460 $14,252 125.9%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 6600 $115 650 025,845 96.4%

30-34 0680 $165 650 625,891 96.6%

35-39 6680 6240 1100 626,020 97.1% 4-
40-44 6680 6345 6150 626,175 97.7%

45-49 $1,000 $500 $300 ilimo 100.0%

50-54 $1,200 $730 $500 127,430 102.41

55-59 11,400 $1,080 1750 , $211,230 105.3%

60-64 11,960 11,615 $1,150 129,125 110.9%

65-69. $3,000 $0 $1,150 129,150 108.8%

654944 03,000 $1,910 $1,150 031,134 116.2%

Salary Level - 850,000

Under 30 6690 6230 $100 $51,010 17.02

30 -34 6690 $330 6100 #51,110 97.2%

35-39 1680 $490 $200 $51,360 91.6%

40-44 $690 $690 $300 $51,610 9E2%
45-49 $1,000 $1,000 $600 652,600 100.0%

50-54 01,200 $1,460 $1,000 $53,660 102.0%

55-59 $1,400 $2,160 $1,500 $55,060 104.7%

60-64 11,960 $3,230 $2,300 $57,490 109.3%

65-69, $3,000 10 02,300 155,300 105.1%

65-61.. $3,000 $3,960 02,300 $59,260 112.7%

*Actuarial 'univalent increase but no continued pension accrual after age 65
xContinued pension accrual after age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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ATTRIBUTED COST OF ;AMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN BY AOE

EmAibit A - 3

Itedicals
.Per Eeployee Total Cast Per Year
Employee Contributions per Year

$20100
$0

.

Ale
croup

'01$1001 Defined
'ercentape of Salary

Life Insurance - 2 trees Pay - Noncontributory

Medical Cost Peftsion Cost Life Insurance

Paid by . Paid by Cost Paid by

Eeployer Employer Employer

Salary Level - $10,000

2.02

Salereivellp

Stated
Benefits

Cost
Relat.. to
01;k 45 49

Under 30 52,240 $46 ir $20 $12,306 93,8%

30-34 $2,240 $66 $20 $i2,326 93.9%

35-39 $2,240 $96 $40 $12,376 94.32

40-44 $2,240 $138 $60 112,438 94.81

45-49 12,300 $200 $120 ,113,120 100.0%

50-54 $3,150 $292 $200 $13,642 104.0%

55-59 $3,500 $432 $300 $14,232 108.52

60-64 $4,480 $646 $46C $15,586 118.82

65-6c
1. /. $0 $460 $16,760 (127.7%

65-69 $742 $460 $17,552 133.8%

liry Level - $25,000

Under 30 .2,24k. $115 $50 $27,405 95.82

30-34 $2,240 $165 $50 $27,455 96.02

35-39 $7,240 $240 $100 $27,580 96.42

40-44 $2,240 $345 $150 $27,735 97.0%

45-49 $2,800 $500 $300 $28,600 100.0%

.50-54 03,150 $730 $500 $29,380 102.7%

55-59 $3,500 $1,080 $750 $30,330 106.02

60-64 $4,480 $1,615 $1,150 $32,245 112.7%

65-69 $6,300 $0 $1,150 $32,450 123.5%

65-69 $6,300 $1,980 $1,150 $34,410 120.4%

Salary Letvel - $50,000

Under 3v $2,240 $230 $100 $52,570 96.6%

30-34 .$2,240 $330 $10" $52,670 96.82

35-39 $2,240 $460 $200 $52,920 97.3%

40-44 $2,240 $690 $300 $53,230 97.8%

45-49 $7,900 $1,000 $600 $54,400 100.02

50.54 $3,150 $1,460 $1,000 $55,610 102.2%

55-59 $3,500 $2,160 $1,500 $57,160 105.12

60-64 $4,480 $3,210 $2,300 $60,010 110.32

65-69 $6,300 $0 $2,300 156,400 107.72

65-64 $6,300 $3,960 #2004 ;.1,:"Aisi, ll!.12

llstuar's1 e;usyslent ',unease but no continued pension accrual after age 65

continued pension accrual after age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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AlmouTED rosy OF SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN PY ASE
Exhibit A - 4

Medical:
Per Employee Tolal Cost Per Year
Employee Contributions per Year

$2,1100

$600

Pension: Defined Benefit
Percentage of Salary 2.0%

Life 'flagrance - 2 tries Pay - Noncontributory

Age
Oroup

Medical Cost
Paid by
Employer

Pensibn Cost Life Insurance
Paid by Cost Paid by
Employer Employer

Salary Level - $10,000

Salary plus Cost

Stated Relative to

benefits Al, 45-49

Under 30 $1,640 $46 $20 $11,706 93.5%

30-34 $1,640 $66 $20 $11,726 93.71

35-39 $1,640 $96 $40 $11,776 94.1%

40-44 $1,640 $138 $60 $11,830 94.6%

45-49 $2,200 $200 $120 $12,520 100.0%

50-54 $2,550 $292 $200 $13,042 104.2%

55-59 $2,900 $432 $300 $17,632 100.9%

60-64 $3,880 $646 $460 $14,986 119.7%

65-69* $5,700 $0 $460 $16,160 129.1%

65-69o $5,700 $792 $460 $16,952 135.4%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 $1,640 $115 $50 $26,805 95.71

3054 $1,640 $165 $50 $26,055 95.91

35-39 $1,640 $240 $100 $26,980 96.4%

40-44 $1,640 $345 $150 $27,135 96.91

45-49 $2,200 MO $300 $28,000 100.0%

50-54 $2,550 $730 $500 $20,7110 102.0%

55-59 $2,900 $1,080 $750 $29,730 106.2%

60-64 13,000 $1,615 $1,150 $31,645 113.0%

65-69 $5,700 $0 $1,150 $31,850 113.01

6S-69* $5,700 $1,980 $1,150 $33,030 120.8%

Salary Level $50,000

Under 30 $1,640 $230 $100 $51,970 96.61

30-34 $1,640 $330 $100 $52,070 96.01

35-39 $1,640 $480 $200 $52,320 97.2%

40.44 $1,640 $690 $300 $52,630 97.01

40-49 , 42,200 $1,000 $6?: $53,800 100.0%

50-54 $2,550 $1,460 $1,000 . ,010 102.2%

55-59 $2,900 $2,160 $1,500 $56,560 105.11

60-64 $3,880 $3,230 $2,300 $59,410 110.41

65-69 $5,700 $0 $2,300 150,000 107.01

oa-69 $5,7i.0 $5,5av :2,Z:4. i6i,i60 I12.7:

Actuarial equivalent inc,ease but no continued pension accrual after age 65

Continued pension accrual after age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit tecrease
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ATTRIBUTED COST OF SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN BY /WE
Exhibit A - 5

Medical!
Per Employee Total Cost Per year 02,000

Employee Contributions per Year 01,200

Pension: Defined Benefit Via

Percentage of Salary 2.02

Life Insurance - 2 times Pay - Noncontributory

Medical Cost Pension Cost Life Insurance Salary plus Cost

Ago Paid by Paid by Cost Paid by Stated Relative to

Oroup Employer Employer Employer Benefits Age 45-49

Salary Level - $10,000

Under 30 91,040 $46 020 011,106 93.22

30-34 01,040 $bb 020 011,126 93.32

35-39 01,040 096 040 011,176 93.82

40-44 01,040 0138 060 011,238 94.32

45-49 91.600 0200 $120 011,920 100.0%

30 -54 01,950 0292 $200 012,442 104.42

55-59 02,300 0432 $300 013,032 109.32

I,S 4 03,280 0646 $460 $14,386 120.F2

65-690 05,100 00 $460 015,560 130.52

65-69** 05,100 0792 $460 016,352 137.22

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 01,040 0115 050 026,205 95.62

30-34 01,040 0165 950 026,255 95.82

35-39 01,040 0240 $100 426,300 96.32

* 40-44 01,040 0345 $150 026,535 96.82

45-49 01,600 0500 $300 $27,400 100.02

50-54 01,950 0730 $500 070,100 102.82

55-59 02,300 $1,080 $750 049,130 106.32

60-64 03,280 $1,615 01,150 931,045 113.32

65-69* $5,100 00 01,150 031,250 114.12

65-69** $5,100 01,900 $1,150 $33,230 121.32

Salary Level - $50,000

s
Under 30 01,040 0230 $100 051,370 96.62

30-34 91,040 $330 $100 051,470 96.72

35-39 01,040 0480 $200 051,720 97.22

40-44 01,040 0690 $300 052,030 97.82

45-49 91,600 $1,000 $600 053,200 100.02

50-54 01,950 $1,460 01,000 954,410 102.32

55-59 $2,300 $2,160 $1,500 055,960 105.22

60-64 03,280 $3,230 02,300 958 810 110.52

65-69. 05,100 00 02,300 051,400 107.9%

65-60** 05,suir p.),460 $2,300 ttl,:«t' 115.32

*Actuarial equivalent increase but no continued pension accrual after see 65

soContinued pension accrual after x- 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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ATTRIBUTES COST Of SAME COMPENSATION PLAN DT 08E
Exhibit A - 6

Medical:
Per Employee Total Cost Per Tear $1,644
Employee Contributions per Tear $0

Pension: liefieed Htnefi
Percentage of Salary

Life Insurance 2 times Pay Noncontributory

5.01

Age
Stomp

Medical Cost
Paid bw
Employer

Pension Cost Life lesurance
Paid by Cost Paid by
Employer Employer.

Salary Level - $10,000

Salary plus
Stated
Benefits

Cost
Relative to
Age 45-49

Wider 30 $1,290 $115 $20 $11,415 93.4%
30 -34 $1,230 $165 $20 011,465 93.8%
35-39 $1,280 $240 $40 $11,560 94.61
40-44 $1,280 $345 $60 111,615 95.62
45-41 11,600 $500 $120 $12,220 100.02,
SO-54 01,800 $730 $200 $12,730 104.2%
55-59. 12,000 1:,e00 $300 $13,380 109.5%
60-64 12,560 $1,615 $460 014,635 119.8%

65-61a $3,600 $0 $460 $14,060 111.1%
65-61a. $3,600 $5,980 $460 016,040 131.3%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 01,200 $218 $50 026,618 94.6%
30-34 01,280 $413 $50 $26,743 /5.0%
35-39 $1,280 1600 4100 $26,400 15.8%
40-44 $1,280 $8631 $150 $27,293 97.0%
45-41 $1,600 $1,250 $300 $28,150 100.0%
50-54 $1,100 $1,825 $500 $24,125 103.5%
55-54 $2,00v 12,700 $750 $30,450 108.2%
60-64 $2,560 14,038 $1,150 $32,741 116.31
65-610 13,600 $0 01,150 029,750 105.7%
65-61. $3,600 $4,150 11,150 134,700 123.32

Salary Level - $50,000

.0ndir 30 01,280 $575 $100 151,915 45.0%
30 -34 $1,280 1825 $100 152,205

::::1235-39 01,280 $1,200 $2.0 $m2,610
40-44 11,2,80 $1,725 f $300 053,105 97.4%
45-49 11,600 $2,500 $600 $54,700 100.0%
50-5f $1,800 13,650 $1,000 $56,450 103.2%
55 -59 $2,000 $5,400 $1,500 190,400 107.72
60-64 12,160 $0,075 12,100 062,135 115.1%

65 -ego

65 -61
13,600

$3,600
$0

$4,900
$2,300
$2,300

$55,400
$65,900

102.21
'120.3%

*Actuarial equivalent increase but no coati:Wed pension accrus' after alle,65
e*Cootineed pension accrual after age 65 :nd actuarial equivalent benefit increase

BEST COPf
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ATTRIBUTED COST Of SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN BY AGL

Exhibit A - 7

Nepscal:
Per Employee Total Cost Per Year $1,600

Eeployee Contributions per Year $600

Pe4sson: Defined Benefit
Percentage of Salary 5.01

Life Insurance

Aft
Group

Medical Cost
Paid by
.E0Oloyer

o

Under 30 $660

30-34 $680

35-39 16110

40-44 $680

45-49 $1,000

50-54 $1,200

55-59 11,400

60-64 $1,960

65-69 0.000
6:-64** A3,000

Under 30 $680

30-34 $600

35-39 $680

40-44 $680

45-49 $1,000

50-54 $1,200

55-59 $1,400

60-64 $1,960

65-690 $3,000

65-69* 3,000

2 tillers Pay - Noncontributory

Pension Coit Life Insurance Salary plus Cost

Paid by Cost Paid by Stated Relative to

Employer Employer Benefits Age 45-49

Salary Level - $10,000

$115 $20 $10,815 93.11'

$165 120 110,:65 93.51

$240 $40 $10,960 94.3%

$345 $60 $11,085 95.4%

$500 $120 011,620 100.0%

$'3,1 $200 $12,130 104.41

s1,081f $300 $12,780 110.0%

$1,615 $460 $14,035 120.81

$0 $460 $13,460 115.81

*1,980 $460 $15,440 132.91

Salary Level - $25,000

$288 $50 126,018 94.4%

$413 $50 $26,143 ' 94.92

$600 $100 $26,380 95.8%

$863 $150 $26,693 96.91

$1,250 $300 $27,550 100.01

$1,825 $500 028,525 10:.51

02,700 $750 029,850 108.31

$4,038 11,150 $32,148 A16.71

$0 0 11,15) $29,150 105.82

$4,950 $1,150 $34,100 123.01

Salary Level $50,000

Under 30 $601:0 $575 $100 $51,355 94.9%

30-34 $680 1025 $100 $51,k05 95.4%

35-39 $680 0,700 $200 152,000 96.3%

40-44 1600 $1,725 $300 $52,705 97.4%

45-49 0.000 12,500 $600 $54,100 100,01

50-54 $1,200 $3,650 $1,000 155,150 103.2%

55-59 $1,400 $5,400 01,500 158,500 107.82

60-64 $1,960 $8,075 12,300 $62,335 115.21

65-690 $3,000 $0 $2,300 155,300 102.21

65-69** $3,000 $9,900 $2,300 165,200 120.5%

*Actuarial equivalent increase but no continued pension accrual after age 65

**Continued pension accrual after age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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4718180TO COST Of SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN NY AGE
Exhibit A - 8

Medicals
Per Employee Total Cost Per Year
Earley,* Contributions per Year

fansiens Refined Oeisefit
Percentile* of Salary

Life Insurance - 2 times Pay - Noncontributory

02,100
00

5.02

Ale
group

Under 30
30-34
35-3,
.40-44

45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

65-69*
65-60.'

Radical' Cost
Paid by
Employer

02,240
02,240
02,240
02,240
$2,800
03,150
03,500
04,480
06,300
06,300

Pension Cost Life Insurance
Paid by. Cost Paid by
Eeployer I ap 1 iler

Salary Level - ;10,000

$115 020
$165 020
0240 040
0345 060
0500 0120
0730 200

$1,080 0300
01,615 0460

$0 0460
01,980 0460

Salary plus Cost

Stated Relative to
landfits Ala 45-49

$12,375 92.2%
012,425 92.6%
012,520 93.3%
012,645 94.2%

-4/1420 100.0%
014,010 104.91
$14,880 110.9%
$16,555 123.4%
016,760 124.91
$18,740 139.6%

Salary Level - 025,000

Under 30 02,240 $2811 050 $27,578 94.0%

30-34 02,240 0413 050 027,703 94.4%

35-39 02,240 0b00 0100 $27,940 95.23

40-44 02,240 0863 0150 028,253 96.3%

45-49 2,000 $1,250 0300 $29,350 100.0%

50-54 `3.150 01,825 $500 $30,475 103.8%

55-59 03,500 $2,700 0150 031,950 108.9%

60-64 04,480 $4,018 01,150 $34,668 110.11

65-69* 06,300 $0 01,150 $32,450 110.62

65-69ao 06,300 $4,950 01,154 037,400 121.42

Salary Level - 050,000

Under 30 02,240 0575 0100 052,915 94.72

30-34 02,240 0825 0100 053,165 95.11

35-39 02,240 01,200 0200 053,640 46.02

40-44 02,240 01,725 0300 054,265 97.11

45-49 02,000 02,500 0600 055,900 100.02

50-54 03,150 03,650 01,000 057,800 103.42

55-59 03,500 05,400 01,500 060,400 s08.11

60-4' 04,480 08,075 02,100 064,955 116.01

65-69* 06.300 $0 02,300 058,600 104.82

65-69,5 $6,300 09,900 02,300 060,5ee 122.52

*Actuarial equivalent increase but no CO,.. -,010 pension accrual after ale 65
**Continued pension accrual after age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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ATIRIDUTEA COST Of SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN PT AGE

Exhibit A - 9

Medical:
Per Eepleyee Total emit Per Year $2,100

Eeployem Contributions per Year

Pension; Refined Benefit
Percentage of Salary

5.0%

Life Insurance - 2 tier, Pay - Noncontributory

Age
&Imp

Radical Cost Poneson Cost Life !Reference

Paid by Paid by Cast Paid by

Eaployer Eeplayer Employer

Salary Level - 010,001

Salary plea Cost

Stated Relative to

Benefits Age 45-49

Under 30 81,640 1115 $20 $11,775 91.8%

30-34 81,640 $165 $20 $11,825 92.2%

35-39 $1,640 $240 $40 $11,920 93.02

-40-44 $1,640 $345 060 $12,045 94.0%

45-49 $2,200 8300 $120 $12,820 100.0%

50-54 12,550 $130 8200 813,4110 105.12

55-59 82,900 (1,080 $300 $14,280 111.4%

60-64 $3,880 $1,615 $460 $15,955 124.5%

65-69. $5,700 $0 8460 $16,160 126.1%

65-ee. $5,700 81,990 $460 $18,140 ' 141.52

Salary Level - 825,000

Under 30 $1,640 $288 $50 $26,97C 93.8%

30-34 81,640 8413 $30 $27,103 94.3%

35-39 $1,640 $600 $100 $27,340 95.1%

40-44 $1,640 8063 8150 $27,653 96.2%

45-44 $2,200 81,250 $300 820,750 100.0%

50-54 $2,550 $1,825 $500 829,875 103.92

55-59 $2,900 $2,700 MO 831,350 109.02

60-64 83,080 $4,038 $1,150 $34,068 118.52

45-69 85,700 $0 51,150 831,650 110.02

05-600 $5,700 $4,950 $1,150 836,600 120.0%

Salary Level - $50,000

Under 30 $1,640 $575 $100 $52,315 94.6%

30-34 81,640 8025 $100 852,565 95.1%

35-39 $1,640 9.81,200 $200 $53,040 95.92

40-44 $1,640 01,725 $300 $53,665 97.0%

45-49 $2,200 $2,500 $600 $55,300 100.0%

50-54 82,550 $3,650 $1,000 857,200 103.4%

55-59 82,400 $5,400 $1,500 $59,800 108.1%

60-64 03,880 $8,075 $2,300 $64,255 116.22

65-69. 85,700 $0 $2,300 8511,000 104.92

65-698. 85,700 89,900 82,300 867,900 122.8%

Actuarial equivalent Increase but no continued pension accrual after age 65

enti'ved pension accrual after age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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ATTRIBUTED COST OF SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN SY ASE
Exhibit A - 10

' Medical:

Per Eeployee Total Cost Pf,r. Year
Esployee Contributions per Year

42,100
$1,200

Pensions Defined Benefit
Percentage of Salary 5,0%

Life Insurance - 2 tie** Pay - Noncontributory

Age
Group

Medical Cost
Paid by
Eeployer

Pension C st Life lesurance
Paid by Cost Paid by
Eeployer Eeployer

Salary Level - 410,000

Salary plus Cost
Stated Relative to
Benefits Age 45-49

Under 30 41,040 4115 420 411,175 91.4%
30-34 41,040 4165 0 420 011,225 11.92
35-39 01,04: 4240 440 411,320 42.6%
40-44 41,040 4345 460 411,445 93.72
45-49 41,600 4500 4120 412,220 100.0%
50-54 01,950 4730 4200 412,800 105.4%
55-59 02,300 -11,080 0300 013,680 111.4%
60-64 03,280 01,615 0460 015,355 25.7%

65-69* 05,100 10 0460 015,560 127.3%
65-69eo 15,100 01,930 0460 017,540 143.5%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 01,040 0288 050 026,378 93.7%
30-34 01,040 0413 050 026,503 . 94.1%
35-39 01,040 0600 0100 026,740 95.0%
40-44 01,040 0863 0150 027,633 96.1%
45-49 01,600 01,250 0300 '628,150 100.0%
50-54 41,950 01,825 0500 029,275 104.0%
55-59 02,300 02,700 0750 030,750 109.2%
60-64 03,290 44,030 01,134 433,611 118.92
65-690 05,100 10 01,150 031, 111.0%

65-69*. 05,100 04,950 01,150 136,200 128.6%

Salary Level - $50,000

Under 30 01,040 0575 0100 051,715 94.5%
30-34 41,040 0825 0100 151,905 95.0%
35-39 01,040 01,200 0200 457,440 95.9%
40-44 01,040 01,725 0300 053,065 97.0%
45 49 01,600 02,500 0600 054,700 100.0%
50-54 01,950 13.650 01,000 056,600 103.5%
55-59 02,300 15,400 01,500 059,200 108.2%
60-64 03,280 00,075 02,300 063,655 116.4%
65-640 05,100 10 02,300 057,400 104.9%

65-64os 45,100 49,900 02,300 067,300 123.0%
*Actuarial equivalent increase but no continued pension accrual after age 65
**Continued pension accrual after age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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ATTRIBUTED COST Of SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN BY AGE

Exhibit 4 - 11

Per Employee.Total Cost Per Year $1,600

Employee Contributions per Year $0

Pension: Defined Senefst
Percentage of Salary

10.0%

Life insurance - 2 times Pay - Noncontributory

Age
group

Medical Cost
Paid by
Employer

Pension Cost Life Insurance

Paid by Cost Paid by

Employer 'Waver

Salary Level - $10,000

Salary plus Cost

Stated Relative to

Benefits Age 45-49

/ Under 30 51,280 $230 $20 $11,530 90.6%

30-34 01,180 $330 $20 011,630 91.4%

35-39 01,280 $480 940 $11,800 42.82

40-44 $1,280 $690 $60 $12,030 94.6%

45-49 41,600 $1,000 $120 $12,720 100.0%

50-54 11:400 $1,460 $200 $13,460 105.8%

35-59 $2,000 $2,160 0100 $14,460 113.7%

60-64 $2,560 $3,230 $460 $16,250 127.02

65-69 03,600 $0 1460 014,060 110.5%

65-69 $3,600 $3,460 $460 $18,020 141.72

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 11,280 $575 150 $26,905 91.5%

30-34 $1,280 $825 $50 $27,155 92.4%

35-39 $1,200 $1,200 $100 $27,580 93.8%

40-44 $1,280 $1,725 $150 $28,155 =min

45-49 $1,600 $2,500 $300 $29,400 100.0%

50-54 $1,800 $3,650 $500 $30,950 105.3%

55-59 $2,000 $5,400 $750 $33,150 112.02

60-64 $2,560 18,075 $1,150 936,785 12512

65-64
65-69

$3,600
$3,600

$0

04,100

$1,150
01,150

029,750
$39,650 11(3114:

Salary Level - $50,000

Under 30 $1,280 $1,150, $100 $52,530 91.8%

30-34 $1,280 $1,650 $100 $53,030 92.7%

35-39 $1,280 $2,400 $200 $53,1100 94.2%

40-44 $1,280 13,450 $300 $55,030 96.2%

45-49 $1,600 $5,000 $600 $57,200 100.0%

50-54 01,800 $7,300 $1,000 $60,100 105.1'4

5559 cm() $10,900 $1,500 $64,300 112.4%

60-64 $2,560 $16,150 $2,300 $71,010 124.1%

65-69. $3,600 $0 $7,300 $55,400 47.71

65-64 $3,600 114,800 12,300 175,700 132.3%

Actuarial equivalent increase but no continued pension accrual after age 65

*Continued pension accrual after age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase

BEST COPY
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ATTRIBUTED COST Of SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN BY AGE
Exhibit A - 12

Medical:
Per Employee Total Cost Per Year $1,600
Employee Comotributions per Year $600

Pension: Defined eeriest
Percent... of Salary 1042

Life lesurance - 2 times Pay Noncontributory

Medical Cost Pension Cost Life Insurance Salary plus :mot
Age Paid by Paid by Cost Paid by Stated Relativtio----
6r--, Employer Employer Employer Benefits Age 45-49

Salary Level - $10,000

Under 30 $680 $230 $20 $10,930 90.2%
30-34 $680 $330 $20 611,030 91.0%
35-39 0680 0480 $40 $11,200 92.4%
40-44 $680 $690 $60 011,430 94.3%
45-49 .$1,000 $1,000 $120 012,120 100.0%
50-54 $1,200 $1,460 $200 $12,860 106.1%
55-59 01,400 $2,160 $300 $13,860 114.4%
60-64 01,960 $3,230 $460 $15,650 129.1%

65 -69. $3,000 $0 $460 $13,460 111.1%
65 -69.. $3,000 13,960 $460 $17,420 143.7%

Salary Level - $25,000

Undem 30 0680 $575 $50 $26,305 91.1%
30-34 $680 0825 $50 $26,555 92.21
35-39 $680 $1,200 $100 $26,980 93.7%
40-44 $680 41,725 0150 $27,555 95.7%
45-49 $1,000 $2,500 $300 $28,800 100.0%
50-54 $1,200 $3,650 $500 $30,350 105.4%
55-59 $1,400 $5,400 $750 $32,550 113.02
60-64 $1,960 $8,075 $1,150 $36,185 125.6%

$29,15065-690 $3,000 $0 $1,150 101.22
65-69.s $3,000 $9,900 $1,150' '039,050 135.6%

Salary Level - $50,000

Under 30 $680 $1,150 $100 051,930 91.72
30-34 $680 $1,650 0100 $52,430 92.6%
35-39 0680 $2,400 $200 053,280 94,12
40-44 $680 $3,450 s300 $54,430 96.22
45-49 $1,000 $5,000 $600 456,600 100.0%
50-54 $1,200 $7,300 $1,000 $59,500 105.1%
55-59 $1,400 010,800 $1,500 $63,700 112.5%
60-64 $1,960 $16,150 $2,300 $70,410 124.4%

65 -69. $3,000 $0 42,300 $55,300 97.7%
65 -69.. $3,000 019,800 $2,300 $75,100 132.7%

.Actuarial equivalent increase but no continued pension accrual often age 65
Continued poems* accrual after age 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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ATTRIOUTEO COST Of SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN DV AGE

Exhibit A - 13

Medical:
Per Eaployee Total Cost Per Year $2,800

EmplOyeq Contributions per Year $0

Pensions Defined Benefit
Percentage of Salary 10.0%

Life Insurance - 2 times Pay - Noncontributory

Medical

Age Paid

group Employer

Cost
by

Pension Cast Life Insurance

Paid by Cost Paid by

Employer Employer

Salary Level - 110,000

Salary plus Cost

Stated Relative to

Benefits Ago 45-49

Under SO $2,240 1230 $20 112,490 89.71

30-34 $2,240 $330 $20 $12,590 90.4%

e 35-39 12,240 4400 $40 $12,760 91.7%

40-44 $2,240 1690 $60 $12,990 93.3%

45-49 02,800 $1,000 $120 $13,120 100.0%

50-54 $3,150 $1,460 200 114,010 106.4%

55-59 13,500 $2,160 0 115,960 114.71

60-64 14,480 . 13,230 0 $18,.70 130.5%

65-69 16,300 10 14 0 116,760 120.4%

65-690* $6,300 $3,960 $460 $20,720 348.9%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 $2,240 $575 $50 $27,865 91.1%

30-34 $2,240 $825 150 $28,115 91.9%

35-39 $2,240 $1,200 $100 120,540 93.3%

40-44 12,240 $1,725 $150 $29,115 95.1%

45-49 02,800 $2,500 $300 $30,800 100.0%

50-54 $3,150 $3,650 1500 $32,300 105.61

55-59 13,500 $5,400 1750 $34,650 113.2%

60-64 14,480 $9,075 $1,150 $30,705 126.5%

65-69 16,300 $0 $1,150 132,450 106.0%

65-61.. $6,300 $9,900 11,150 $42,350 130.4%

Salary Level - $50,000

Under 30 $2;240 $1,150 $100 $53,490 91.6%

30-34 $2,240 $1,650 1100 $53,990 92.4X

35-39 $2,240 $2,400 $200 $54,840 93.9%

40-44 12,240 $3,450 $300 1554,0 95.9%

45-44 02,800 $5,000 $600 snooty 100.0%

. 50-54 $3,150 $7,300 $1,000 161,410 105.2%

55-59 $3,500 010,800 $1,500 165,400 112.7%

60-64 04,480 $16,150 $2,380 $72,930 124.9%

65-69 $6,300 $0 $2,300 $50,600 100.3%

65-69.. $6,300 $19,800 $2,300 $78,400 134.2%

Actuarial equivalent increase but no-continued pension accrual after eye 65

Continued pension accrual after ape 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase

nrilqrri
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WAISUTED COST OF SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN BY OISE
Exhibit A - 14

Medical:

Per Employee Total Cost Per Year
Employee Contributions per Year

$2,800
1609

Pension: Defined Senefit
Percentage of Salary 10.0%

Life Insurance - 2 tiees Pay - Noncontribi.ory

Age
flroup

Medical [net Pension Cost Life Insurance
Paid by Paid by Cost Paid by
Employer Employer Employer

Salary Level - $10,000

Salary pies Cost
Stated Relative to
Benefits Age 45 -49

Under 30 $1,640 $230 $20 $11,890 09.31
30-34 $1,640 $330 $20 $11,990 $0.01
35-39 12,640 1910 $10 112,160 91.31
40-44 $1,640 1690 060 $12,390 93.01
45-49 $2,200 11000 $120 $13,320 100.0%
50-54 $2,550 $1,460 $200 114.210 106.71
55-59 $2,400 $2,160 $300 $15,360 115.31
60-64 $3,580 $3.230 $460 $17,570 :31.9%

65-690 $5,700 $0 $460 $16,160 121.31
65-69 $5,700 $3,960 $460 $20,120 151.1%

Salary Level - $25.000

Ono:- 30 $1,640 $575 $50 $27,265 40.9%
30-34 $1.640 $825 $50 $27.515 91.71
35-39 $1,640 $1,200 $100 $27,940 93.1%
40-44 $1,640 $1,725 $150 1211,515 95.1%
45-49 $2,200 $2,500 $300 $30,000 100.0%
50-54 $2,550 $3,650 $500 $31,700 105.7%
55-59 12.900 $5,400 $750 $34,050 113.5%
60-64 13,1180 $8,075 $1,150 130,105 127.0%
65-69 $5,700 $0 $1,150 $31,050 106.21

65 -69.. $5,700 $9.900 $1,150 $41,750 139.21

Salary Level - $50,000

Under 30 $1,640 $1,150 $100 $52,890 91.51
30-34 01,640 $1,650 $100 $53,390 92.41
35-39 $1,640 $2,400 $200 $54,240 93.8%
40-44 $1,640 $3,450 $300 $55,390 95.81
45-49 $2,200 $5,000 $600 $57,800 100.0%
50-54 $2,550 $7,300 $1,000 $60,850 105.3%
55-59 $2,900 110,000 $1,500 165400 112.81
60-64 03,890 $16,150 $2,300 $72,330 125.11
0-690 $5,700 $0 $2,300 656,000 100.31
65-69 1 ,700 $19,800 $2,300 177,800 134.6%

*Actuarial equivalen increase but no continued pension accrual after age 65
WOntinued pension accrual after see 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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*IMPUTED COSI OF SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN By ASE
Exhibit A - 15

Medicals
Per Deploy** Total Cost Per Year
Employee Contributions per year

$2,000
81,200

Pensions Defined Delight
Percentage of Salary 10.0

Life insurance - 2 toilet Pay - Noncontributory

Age
'roof

Under 30
30-34

35-39
40-44

45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

65-695
65-69n

Medical Cast
Paid by
Efiployer

$1,040
$1,040
.1,040
$1,040
81,600
$1,950
$2,300
$:,200
$5,100
$5,100

Pension Cost Life Initurante

raid by Cost Paid by

Employer Employer

Salary Level - $10,000

$230 $20

$330 $20

$400 $40

$690 $60

$1,000 $120

$1,400 $200

$2,160 $300

$3,230 $460

$0 $460

$3.960 $460

Salary plus Cost

Stated Relative to

Benefits Age 45-49

$11,290 88.8%
$11,310 119.52

$11,560 90.9%
$11,790 92.71

$12,720 100.0%

$13,610 107,02

$14,760 116.01

.16,970 133,42

$15,560 122.3%

$19,520 153.5%

Salary Level $21,000

Under 30 41,040 $575 $50 $26,665 90,7%

30-34 $1,040 $825 f5i, $26,915 91,5%

35-39 $1,040 $1,200 $100 $27,340 93.0%

40A44 $1,040 $1,725 $150 $27,915 94,9%

45-49 $1,600 $2,500 $300 $29,400 100.0%

50-54 $1,150 $3,650 $500 $31,100 105.8%

55-59 $2,300 $5,400 $150 $33,450 113.01

60-64 $3,210 $8,075 $1,150 $37,505 127.6%

65-69 $5,100 $0 $1,150 831,250 106.3%

65-69. 45,100 $9,900 $1,150 $41,150 140,02

Salary Level - $50,000

Under 30 $1,040 f1,150 0100 $52,29q 91.4%

30-34 $1,040 $1,650 8100 $52,790 92,31

35-39 $1,040 $2,400 $200 $53,640 93.8%

40-44 $1,040 $3.450 f $300 $54,790 95.0%

45-49 $1,600 $5,000 $600 $57,200 100.03

50-54 $1,950 $7,300 ! $1,000 $60,250 105.3%

55-59 $2,300 $10,809 1 $1,500 $64,600 112.92

60-64 $3,280 ''6,150 $2,300 $71,730 125,42

65-694 $5,100 80 $2,300 $57,400 100.3%

65-69 $5,100 JO $2,300 $77,200 135.0%

'actuarial equivalent increase t. continued ps-Ason accrual after age 65

l+Continued pension accrual alter see 65 and actuarial equivalent benefit increase
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ATTRIOUTED COST Of g E COAPENSATi011 PLAN BY AOE
Exhibit - 16

ffedicals

Per Employe' Total Cos Per Year $1,600
Employee Contributions p Year $0

Pitmans Defined OW1'1614181,
Percentage of Salary f 5.0%

Life Insuraisc - 2 this Pay liNuncirotribotory

Medical Cost Pinion Cost Life Insurance Salary plus
MP Paid by Paid by Cost Paid by Iltbted
Oroop -Eeployer Employer Employer Benefits

Salary Level - $10,000

Cost
Illative to
Age 45-49

Under 30 $1,200 $500 $20(9x - $11,800 16.6%
30-34 '1,280 $500 $20`1. $11,800 96.6%
35-39 $1,280 $500 $40 ...,_$111,020 96.7%
40r44
45-49

$1,280
$1,600

$500
$500

$60
$120

144,040
$11,220

:6.4%
00.0%

50-54 $1,800 9300 $200 $12,500 102.3%
55-59 $2,000 $500 $300 $12,800 104.7%
60-64 $2,560 $500 $480 $13,520 110.6%

65-69. $3,600 $0 $460 $14,060 115.11
65 -69.. $3,600 $500 0460 .14,560 119.1%

5a4a 'IC Level - $25,000 11

1 -

Under 30 $1,280 $1,250 $50 $27,5$0 $9.01
30-34

35-39
$1,280
$1,280

11114k

$1,250
$1,250

$50

$100
$27,580
$27,630

98.01
/8.21

40-44 $1,280 $1,250 $150 $27,680 98.3%
45-49 $1,600 $1,250 $300 028,150 100.01
50-54 $1,800 $1,250 $500 $28,550 101.41
55-59 $2,000 $1,250 $750 $29,000 103.0%
60-64 $7,560 $1,250 $1,150 $29,960 106.41
65-69. 63,600 $0 $1,150 $29,150 105.71

.65-64.6 $3,600 $1,250 $1,11,10 $31,000 110.11

Salary Lore/ - $50,000

Under 30 $1,280 $2,500 $100 $53,11110 41.5%
30-34 $1,210 $2,500 $100 053,800 98.51
35-39 $1,280 $2,500 $200 $53,900 911.12
40-44 $1,280 $2,500 $300 $54,080 98.91
45-49 $1,600 $2,500 $600 $54,100 100.0%
50-54 $1,800 $2,500 $1,000 $55,300 101.11
55-59 $2,000 $2,500 $2,500 $56,000 102.4%
60-64 $2,560 $2,500 $2,300 $57,360 104.9%

65 -69t $3,600 $0 $2,300 055,400 102.21
65-69.. $3,600 $2,500 $2,300 $58,400 106.0%

0110 further contributions after age 65
Contributions continued after age 65
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ATTAIOUTED COST OF SIMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN IlY AVE
Exhibit A - 17

Radicals
Per (splays, Total Cost Per Year 11,600

Employ** Contribution per Year 4600

Pommies Defined Coatribmtion
Percents", of Salary

Life Insurance - 2 times Pay - Noncontributory

5.01

Medical Cast Ponsiem Cost Life Insurance

Age Paid by Paid by Cost Paid by

Droop Employer Employer Employer

Salary Loyal - $10,000

Salary plus
Stated
**melts

Cost
Aolativr to
Ap* 45- "

Nader 30 $690 $500 $20 $11,200 96.4%

30 -34 $680 $500 $20 $11,200 96.4%

35-39 1680 !SOO 040 $11,220 46.63

40-44 $690 $500 $6f, $11,240 96.7%

45-49 $1.00 $500 $120 $11,620 100.01

50-54 $1,200 1500 P200 011,900 802.41

55-54 $1,400 $500 $304, $12,209 105.0%

60-64 01,460 $500 $460 $12,920 111.2%

65-69 $'.000 $0 C460 $13,400 115.8%

65-69.,. $..,000 1500 $40 $13,960 120.1%

Salary Loyal - 125,000

Wider 30 $680 $1,250 $50 97.9%

30-34 $690 $1,250 $50 :2::::: 47.4%

35-39 $680 $1,250 $100 $27,030 98.1%

40-44 $680 $1,250 $150 $27,080 98.3%

45-49 $1.000 $1,250 $300 127,550 100.03

30-54 $1,200 $1,250 $500 $27,950 101.5%

55-59 $1,400 $1,250 1750 $28,400 103.1%

60-64 $1,660 $1,, 250 $1,150 029,160 106.63

65-690 $3,000 $0 $1,150 $29,150 ,105.8%

65-69 $3,000 $1,250 $1,150 $30,400 t 110.3%

Salary level - $50,000

Undo+. 30 $690 $2,500 $100 $53,280 98.5%

30-34 $010 $2,500 $100 $5,,210 98.5%

35-39 $690 $2.500 $200 $53,380 98.7%

40-44 $680 $2,500 $300 $53,480 98.9%

45-49 $1,000 $2,500 0600 $54,100 100.0

50-54 $1,200 $2,500 $1,000 $54,700 101.1%

55=19 $1,400 G,500 $1,500 $55,400 102.4%

60-64 11,460 12,500 $2,300 $56,760 104,4%

6S-64 $3,000 $0 $2,300 $55,300 102.2%

65.69 $3,000 $2,500 $2,300 $57,800 106.8%

ofto farther contributions after Sit 65

**Contributions continued after 09a 65

if I.,

BEST COPY
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IPMINTED COST OF SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN OV AGE
Inhibit A - 18

ffedicali

Per Employee Total Cost Per Year $2,800
Employee Contributions per Year $0

Pensions Refined Contribution
Percentage of Salary

Life Insurance - 2 times Pay / Noncontributory

Medical Cost Pension Cost Life insurance
Age Paid by Paid by Cos' Paid by
Group Employer Employer eployer

Salary Level - $10,000

Seery plus
Stated
Benefits

Cost
Relative to
Age 43 -49

Under 30 $2,240 $500 $20 $12,760 95.1%

30-34 $2,240 $500 $20 $12,760 95.12
35-39 $2,240 $500 $40 $12,780 95.2%
40-44 $2,240 $500 $00 $12,600 95.4%
45-49 $2,800 $500 $120 $13,420 100.0%

50-54 $3,150 $500 $200 $13,850 103.2%
55-59 $3,500 $500 $304 $14,35.0 106.6%

60-64 $4,400 $500 $460 $15,4:0 215.1:.

65-69 $6,300 $0 $460 $16,'6., 124.9%

65-6940 $6,300 $500 $460 '17,260 128.6%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 $2,240 . $1,250 $50 $20,540 97.7%

30-34 $2,240 $1,250 $50 $28,540 97.2%

35-39 $2,240 $1,250 $100 $28,590 97.4%

40-44 $2,240 $1,250 $150 $28,640 97.6%
45-49 $2,800 $1,250 $300 $29,550 100.0%

50-54 $3,150 $1,250 $500 $29,900 101.9%

55 -39 $3,500 $1,250 $750 $30,500 103.92

60-64 $4,480 *1,250 $1,150 $31,800 108.6%

65-690 $6,30* $0 $1,150 $32,450 110.6%

A5-69, $6,300 $1,250 $1,150 $33,700 114.8%

Salary Level - $50,000

'order 30 $2,240 $2,500 $100 $54,040 98.1%

30-34 ° $2,240 $2,500 $100 $54,840 98.1%

35-39 $2,240 $2,500 $200 $54,940 98.3%

40-4. $2,240 $2,500 $300 $55,040 99.5%

45-49 $2400 $2,500 $600 655,900 100.0%

50-54 $3,150 $2,500 $1,000 656,650 101.3%

55-59 $3,500 $2,500 $1,500 $57,300 107.92

60-64 $4,480 $2,500 $2,300 $59,280 106.0%

65-69 $6,300 .$0 $2,300 $58,600 104.92

65-69o. $6,300 $2,500 $2,300 $61,100 109.3%

oNo further contributions after age .S5
oiContributioes continued after age 65

BEST COPY
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ATTRIOUTED COST OF SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN OY 40
Exhibit A - 19

Medscals
Per Eaaloyee Total Cost Per Year 02,800

Esplevee Ceetribetiese per Year
$600

Pensions Refievid Gentributieo
Percentage of Salary

5.0%

Life losorsoce - 2 tiers fay - Noacootrabotory

Medical Cost Peisioa Coot Life l000rsoce

A96 Paid by Paid by Cost Paid kr
Group Eaoloyer EaoloYer Eaaloyer

Salary Level - $10,000

Yoder 30 01,640 0500 $20

30-34 $1,640 9300 020

35-39 $1,640 $500 $40

40-44 01,640 0500 $60

45-49 $2,200 0100 $120

50-54 . $2,550 $500 0200

53-59 02,900 $500 $300

60-64 03,080 $500 0460

65-69e $5,700 $0 $460

65-69e. 05,700 0500 "0460

Salary plots

Stated
Sraefits

012,160
012,160
$12,180
$12,200
$12,820
013,750
$13,700
$14,840
016,160
016,460

Cost
Relative to
Ale 45-49

94.9%
94.0%
91.01
95.22
100.0%
103.4%
106.9%
11.8%
126.1%
130.0%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 $1,640 81,250 $50 027,940 97.21

30-34 81,440 $1,250 $50 027,840 97.21

35-39 $1,640 81,2*0 MO 827,4090 97.42

40-44 $1,640 01,25. $150 $28,040 97.5%

45-49 $2,200 $1,250 $300 020,750 100.0%

50-54 82,550 01,250

55-59 82,900 01,250

8500
$750

$29,300
021,900

101.9%
104.02

60-64 83,800 $1,250

65-68i 85,700 60

65-69e. 85,700 01,250

01,150
01,150
11,150

$31,280
031,850
$33,100

4 108.81

1111::::

Salary 1..gyel - $50,000

Under 30 $1,640 $2,500 $100 054,200 98.1%

30-3+ $1,640 $2,500 $100 814,240 98.11

35-39 01,640 $2,500 $200 054,340 98.31

40-44 $1,640 $2,500 8500 $54,440 98.4%

45-49 $2,200 02,500 $600 $55,300 100.0%

50-54 $2,550 $2,500 $1,000 $56,050 101.4%

55-59 82,800 $2,500 81,500 054,900 102.9%

60-64 03,080 02,500 82,300 058,600 106.1%

65-69k $5,700 $0 82,300 $58,000 104.9%

65 -69or $5,700 4,500 $2,300 040,500 109.4%

eft farther contribetioas after age 65

toCootrsbutiono continued after age 65

BEST COPY
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ATTRIBUTED COST OF SAMPLE COMPEOSATION PLAN SY 0161
Exhibit A - 20

Medical:

Per Employer Total Cost Per year
Employee Contribution. per Year

02,900
11,200

Pensions Defined Contribution
Percentage of Salary 5.01

Life Insurance - 2 times Pay - donconiributory

Medical Cost Pension Cost Life Insurance
Age Paid by Feld by Cost Paid by
keep Employer Employer Employer

Salary Level - $10,006

Salary plops

Stated
benefits

Cost

Relative to
Age 45-49

Under 30 $1,040 $500 $20 $11,560 9441
30-34 $1,040 $500 $20 $11,560 94.61
35.3! 11,040 $500 $40 $11,590 94.81
w)-44 $1,040 1100 160 $11,600 94.9%
45-49 $1,600 $500 $120 $12,220 100.01
50-54 $1,950 $500 $200 112,650 103.5%
55-59 12,500 $500 $300 $13,100 107.21
60-64 $3,280 $500 $460 $14,240 116.5%
65-69 $5,100 $0 '460 $15,560 127.31
65-490 $5,100 1500 $460 016,060 131.41

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 $1,040 11,250 450 $27,340 97.11
30-34 $1.040 $1,250 150 127,340 97.1%
35-39 11,040 01,250 1100 $27,390 97.31
40-44

45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

11,040 01,250
11,600 11,250
$1,950 $1,250
12,300 $1,250
13,280 $1,250

0150
$300
$500
1750

$1,150

$27,440
$28,150
$28,700
$29,300
$30,6$0

97.5%
100.01
102.0 :4

104.11
109.0%

65-69. $5,100 10 $1,150 031,250 111.01
65-69os 15,100 1,,250 11,150 032,500 115.51

Salary Level - $50,000

Under 30 $1,040 $2,500 $100 A53,640 98.11
30-34 $1,040 $2,500 $100 053,640 98.12
35-39 $1,040 $2,500 $200 $53,740 98.2%
40-44 $1,040 12,500 $300 $53440 98.41
45-49 $1,600 $2,500 $600 154,700 100.0%
50-54 $1,950 $2,500 $1,000 455,450 101.41
55-59 $2,300 12,500 $1,500 $56,300 102.91
60-64 13,200 $2,500 $2,300 150,0410 106.21

65-64. $5,100 $0 12000 157,400 104.92
65-694, $5,100 $2,500 $2,300 159,400 109.51

eft further contributions after age 65
entributions continued after age 65

BEST COPY
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ATTR18JTED COST Of SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN SY 014E
Exhibit A - 21

Medical:
Per Employee Total Cost Per Year $1,600

Employer Contributions per Year $0

Pension: Safi/NW Contribution
Percents,' of Salary 10.0%

Life Insursact 2 times Pay - Noacontributory

Medical Cost Pension Cost Life lasursace

Ale Paid by Paid by . Cost Paid by

GrOu4 Ioaloyer Employer Employer

Salary Level - $10,000

Salary plus
Stated
Benefits

Cost
Relative to
Ave 45-49

Under 30 $1,200 $1,000 $20 $12,300 96.7%

30-34 $1,200 $1,000 420 $12,300 96.72

35-39 $1,2100 $1,000 $40 $12,320 46.9%

40-44 $1,200 $1,000 460 $12,340 47.0%

45-49, $1,600 $1,000 4120 -) $12,720 100.02

50-54 41,400 $1,000 $200 $13,000 102.2%

55-59 $2,000 $1,000 $300 $13,300 104.6%

60-64 $2,560 $1,000 $460 $14,020 110.2%

65-69 $3,600 40 $460 414,060 110.5%

65-69 $3,600 $1,000 $460 . C15,061 118.4X

Sal,ry Level - $25,000

Under 30 41,280 $2,500 $50 $28,830 98.1%

30-34 01,280 $2,500 $50 020,030 90.11

35-39 01,280 $2,500 $100 $28,880 90.22

40-44 $1,200 $2,500 0150 $20,930 90.43

45-49 $1,600 02,500 $300 $29,400 100.0%

50-54 01,800 $2,500 $500 029,000. 101.4%

55-59 02,000 02,500 0750 $30,250 102.9%

60-64 $2,560 $2,500 $1,150 $31,210 106.2%

65-69 43,400 $0 41,150 624,750 101.2%

65-69 $3,600 $2,500 $1,150 $32,250 109.7%

Salary Leval - $50,000

Under 30 $1,2110 $5,000 $100 456,380 48.61

30-34 41,200 $5,000 $100 $564110 40.62

35-39 $1,240 $5,000 $200 $56,480 98.7%

40-44 $1,2110 $5,000 $300 $56,580 48.9%

45-49 $1,600 $5,000 11600 $57,200 100.0%

50-54 $1,800 $5,000 $1,000 $57,800 101.0%

55-59 $2,000 $5,000 $1,500 458,500 102.13

60-64 02,540 05,000 02,300. 059,860 104.7%

65 -69 $3,600 40 $2,300 455,900 97.7%

65-69. $3,000 05,000 $2,300 $60,900 104.51

emu further contribfitions after ale 65
',Contributions contiomed after is0o_65

BEST COPY
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ATTNIAUTED COST OfSAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAIN 111 AGE
Inhibit * - 22

Medical,

Per ['ploy,' Total Cost Per Year 11,600
Employee Contributions per Year $600

Pension, tefined Contribution
Percentage of Salary 10.0%

Life Insurance - 2 times Pay - Nencentributory

Medical Cost Pension Cost Life Insurance Salary plus Cost
Aga Paid by Paid by Cost Paid by Stated Relative to
Group Employer Employer Eeployer Benefits Ape 45-49

Salary Level - $10,000

:1121:77::

$11,720

96.5%Under 30 $680 $1,000 120

$11,740

30-34 0680 11,000 120 86.52
96.7235-39 0680 11,000 140

40-44 6114 $1,000 $60 96.1%
45-49 11,000 11,000 1120

:21;:79421

50-5( 01,200 01,000
100.0%
102.3%$200

55-59 11,400 11,000 $30Q
01,160 $1,000 $460

104.8%
60-64 110.7%
63-69 13,000 90 $13,460$460
65-0es $3,000 $1,000 $460 $14,460

IllAt
10.3%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 6680 $2,500 150 $28,230 98.01
3604 $680 $2,500 $50 $28,230 98.0%
35-39 1690 $2,500 4100 1120,280' 98.2%
40-44 16110 92,500 $150 120,330 98.4%
45-49 $1,000 $2,500 $300 120,800 100.02
50-54 $1,200 $2,500 $500 029,200 101.4%

55-59 $1,400 $2,500 $750 029,650 103.0%
60-64 $1,960 $2,500 $1,150 $30,610 106.3%
65-69 $3,000 ,10 $1,150 $29,150 101.2%
65-69. $3,000 02400 $1,150 031,650 109.9%

Salary Level - $50,000
I.

Under 30
-,

41,

_W0 $5,400 $100 $55,700 98.62

30 -34 $690 $100 18.614015,000 055,780
35-34 1690 $5,000 $200 135,800 98.7%
40-44 1680 $5,000 $300 155,980 98.9%
45 -49 $1,000 $5,000 0600 056,600 100.0%

50-54 $1,200 $5,000 $1,000 $57,200 101.1%
55-59 11,400 $5,000 01,500 102.33

65-690
60-64 $1,960

13,000
15,000

$0 42,300
12,300

iiiii:4
*04.7%

97.7%

65-0et $3000 $5,000 $2.500 $60,300 106.5%
ado further contributic-,s after ale 65
4Contr1butsons continued after age 65

1°2 BEST bUf'Y
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ATTIIIUIED COST Of SAMPLE COMPENSATION PLAN Sr ASE

Exhibit A - 23

Medical:
Per Feeley," Total Cost Per year
Espleyes Ceptributioo* For Year

Peasipos-fieffoed Cootributiso
Percentage of Salary

Life loloorance - 2 tomes Pay - Reateatriketery

$2,000
$0

10.0%

Medical Cost
Age Paid by
&cop Employer

Mader 30 02,240

30-34 $2,240

35-39 02,240

40-44 $2,240

* 45-49 $2,1000

50-54 03,150

55-54 03,500

.0-64 $4,400

0-60. $6,300

65-6466 $6,300

Passions Coat Life losprilece

Paid by Coat Paid by

Employer Employer

Salary Level - $10,000

$1,000 $20

$1,000 420.

1 $1,000 040

$1,000 060
41,000 $120

01,000 4200

$1,000 $300

41,000 $460

40 $460

$1,000 $460

Salary plus
Stated
Sonefita

$13,260
113,260
413,2110

$13,300
113,920
014,350
$14,800
015,940
116,760
117,760

Cost
Relative to
Art 45-4,

95.3%
95.3%
05.4%
45.5%
100.0%
103.1%
106.3%
114.5%
120.4%
127.6%

Salary Level - $25,000

Under 30 $2.240 $2,500 $50 429,790 97.4%

30 -34 $2,240 12,500 $50 $29,790 97.4%

35-39 $2,240 $2,500 $100 421,040 47.5%

40-44 $2,240 $2,500 $150 $29,1140 97.7%

45-49 $2,800 $2,500 $300 $30,600 100.08

50-54 $3,150 42,500 $500 $31,150 101.0%

55-59 $3,500 $2,500 $750 $31,750 103.0%

60-64 $4,400 $2,500 $1,150 433,110 100.32

65-6941 46,300 $0 1;050 $32,450 106.0%

65-691 46,300 $2,500 $1,150 $34,950 114.2%

Salary Level 0510,000

Seiler 30 $2,240 $5,000 $100 057,340 98 2%

30-34 $2,240 $5,000 1100 . $57,340 98.2%

35-34 02,240 $5,000 $200 051,440 98.4%

40-44 $2,240 $5,000 $300 157,540 98.5%

45-44 $2,000 $5,000 '1600 058,400 100.0%

50-54 43,150 $5,000 01,000 $59,150 101.37

55-59 $3,500 $5,000 $1,500 $60,000 102.7%

60-64 $4,400 $5,000 $2,300 061,780 105.0%

0-64. 46,300 $0 $2,300 458,600 100.3%

65-69., $6,300 $5,000 02,300 663,600 108.91

&No further contributive* after age 65

Contributive, teatime**, after ff. 65

BEST COPY
.103
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ATTRIBUTED nor Of writ CORPEMIATIOR nom IV AK
Exhibit A - 24

Redicals
Per Eleoloyire Total Coot Per Year $2,1100
leployee Coatributioes per Year 0600

Pensions toffaed Ceetributioe
Percentage of Salary

Life loeurance - 2 Hoes Pay - Rnocsetributery

10.0%

Red.cal Cost Pansies Cost Life leseraece
Age Pasd by Paid by Cost Paid by
Stoup Eooleyer Esieloyor Elesileyer

Salary Level 910,000
,

Under 30 91,640 $1,000 . 920
,00030-34 11,640 91 92Q

35-39 91,640 91,000 940
40-44 91,640 91,000 910
45-49 92,200 91,000 9120
SO-54 92,550 91,000 9200
55-50 92,900 91,000 1300
60-64 93,1100 91,000 9460

65 -69' 95,700 90 9410
95700 91000 946065 -69** , ,

Salary Level - 925,000

Undo,* 30 91,600 92,500 950
30-34 91,640 $2,500 950
35-39 $1,640 92,500 9100
40-44 91,640 92,500 9150
45-49 92.200 92,500 9300
50-54 $2,550 92,510 9500
55-59 92,900 42,500 $750
6044 93,1100 12,504 91,150
65-69 $5,700 90 91,150
65-roo 95,,00 $2,500 91,150

Salary Level - 95,/,000

Under 30 91,640 95,000 9100
30-34 11,640 $5,000 9100
35-39 91,640 95,000 9200
40-44 $1,640 95,000 9300
45-49 92,200 95,000 $600
50-54 92,550 95,000 $1*000
55-59 92,900, 95,000 91,500
60-64 93,080 95,000 92,300
6:-690 15,700 90 92,300
65-69 95,700 95,000 92,300

'No further contribetsons after age 65
Contributions continued after age 65

Salary ply,
Stated
Seuefits

912,660
911,660
912,600
912,700
913,520
913,750

915,340
:Ii:::::

917160,

924,100
929,190
929,240
929,290

930,000
930,550
931,150
9:2,530

931,000
934,350

956,740
956,740
956,040
956,040
957,000
950,550
600,000
$61,100

4 956,000
963,000

Cast
Relative to
Age 45-40

95.02
95.02
95.2%
95.32

::::::
106.6%
115.21
129.52
1.11.0I

97,3%
97.3%
97.52
97.6%

100.0%
101.02
103.02
100.41
106.2%
114.5%

00.2%

911.23

90.3%
99.5%
100.0%
101.3%
102.0%
105.0%
100.3%
109.0%

104
BEST carM
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61,

ATT81010789 Ciii OF SAMPLE C811PillSATION PLAN IV 461
labibit A - 25

Nodicals
Per Employe, Total Coot Psi Tear 02,800

loploycro Cootribetioas 6c tier 91,200

Poosisos Pofiaftd Cootribotioo
Porcootobo of Salary 10.01

Life laotirsaci - 2 time* Pay - Moacoatrlbotoe,

Modica! ,...Arot

Agir Paid Sy

Oros, Sopleyor

Paresioa Cast

Paid by
(galore,

Salary Level

1.04 l000raitco Aslery aloe
Coot Paid by ,Statod

laployoc

- 010,000

Pallor 30 $1,040 $1,000

30-34 01,040 01,000

33-39 11,040 $1,000

00-44 01,040 01,000

43-49 01,600 01,000

50-54 01,050 01,000

55 -59 02,100 01,000

60-64 01,200 $1,000

63-69 0,100 00

65 -69 03,100 01,000

Salary Level - 025,000

Valor 30 01,040 02,500

30-34 01,040 02,500

33-30 01,040 02,500

40-44 01,040 $2,500

45-49 01,600 02,500

50-54 $1,950 $2,500

55-89 02,100 $2,500

40-64 03,280 02,500

65-69 05,100.. 00

-65-690e 05,100 02,300

Salary Level -

liador 30 01,040 0,000
30-34 $1,040 5,000
35-39 01,040 05,000

40-44 $1,040 $3,000

43-49 01,600 05,000

50-54 01,950 0,000
55-59 02,300 05,000

0-64 03 .209 05,000

65-60 013,100 00

65-64 05,100 15,000

80 farther cootributsons after ago 65
00foatri5otiera$ csatinood after see 65

rvw

050,000

0

105

$20
$20
$40
$60
$120
0200
000
$460
0460
0460

130
$50
0100
0150
0100
$500
$750

01,150
$1,150
$1,15.

$100
0100
0200
0300
$600

01,000
$1,500
02,300
02,100
$2,30

$12,060
012,060
$12,000
$12,100
012,720
011,150
013,600
016,740
$15,560
16,360

$28,590
021,590
029,040
$28,690
$29,400
029,950
010,550
031,910

031,250
033,750

056,100
056,140
056,240
$56,340
$57,200
057,950
050,1100

060,50$
$57,400
062,400

Cost
Relative to
1101, 45-49

94.0%
94.8%
93.0%
95.1%

100.0%
103.4%
106.9%
115.9%

122.3%
130.2%

97.2%
97.2%

47.4%
97.6%
100.0%
101.9%
103.9%
100.6%
106.3%
114.8%

98.1%

MI%
91.31
'0.0

.100.0%
101,3%
102.0%
105.9%
100.3%
109.1%

BEST COPY


